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A. SUBSTANTIVE BUDGET GUIDELINES 

Structure of the budget plans 

The EUR is aiming to achieve a more policy-rich budget. This means there should be a visible 
relationship between the policy/goals and the budget figures. With a more policy-rich budget plan we 
are able to better show our efforts in achieve our mission and strategic goals. 
 
The focus is on a future proof and financially sound multi-annual budget plan. For planning reasons 
only, it can be assumed that for the budget year 2025 the current strategy will still be in place. 
 
The budget plan provides insight into: 
 what the purposes and objectives are, based on existing plans (e.g. the strategy matrix); 
 what the relationship is with the strategic pillars of the EUR; 
 how these purposes and objectives are intended to be achieved, which investments are 

specifically being made for this purpose, and within which financial frameworks the ambitions and 
plans are to be implemented; 

 description of progress of prioritizing and scenario’s aimed at structural improvements of results; 
 any developments since the Spring Annual Meeting regarding the realised progress in the 

achievement of the objectives included in Strategy 2024 and the strategic plan of the School or 
Service (Pro); 

 awareness, risk and uncertainties, based on the risks mentioned in the risk management tool Naris. 
 
It is emphatically not the intention to give an integral description of the policy and service 
provision. The focus should be on important changes. Units should provide a summary of the 
developments since the t-1 budget, as well as the current status so that the work plans for 2022 can 
subsequently be considered. Moreover, they should indicate what the key points and developments 
are in the multi-year policy, as well as the financial and staffing consequences. In this context we 
would, as far as possible, like performance indicators (quantitative & qualitative) to be stipulated for the 
coming years. Ensure that the presented strategy and figures reflect the discussion and decisions 
made in the Spring Annual Meeting. Where the objectives have changed, explain why this is. 
 
Ensure that the Faculty Council confirms any adjustments, in particular HoKa projects, in the letter 
of consent of the Budget Plan. 
 
Faculties and support units can make use of the support from policy officers of ERS, Academic Affairs 
and Strategy Office.  
 
The goals shown in the budget plan will be part of the planning and control cycle of 2022. In the 
periodic reports of 2022 the progress on the goals will have to be presented. During the bilo process 
the progress on the goals of the budget plan will also be discussed.  
 
The intention is to place the focus primarily on the presentation of new or revised activities (the so-
called deltas).  
 
Format for the budget plan 

To enhance the quality and speed of the consolidation process at institutional level, we would ask the 
organisational units to comply with both the guidelines and the prescribed budget formats. The target 
is that the budget plan can be presented to the Executive Board as one compact document. 
 
The chapter layout is as follows (a format will be provided by CPC): 
 
0. Introduction and Summary 
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– Concise summary; 
– Conclusion of the financial position for 2022 and the relevant subsequent years. 

1. Education & innovation (ensuring our education is futureproof); 
2. Research (steering excellent research embedded in society); 
3. Talent management (investing in our people for the future); 
4. Other strategic topics; 
5. Finance 

- Budget figures 
- Budget cuts/retrenchments/prioritizing 
- Investments 
- Individual policy discretion, reserves and dividends 

6. Awareness, risks and uncertainties. 
 
Appendices 

– Compulsory CPC formats (see technical guidelines) 
– The format concerning the HoKa projects 
– The format risks and uncertainties. 

 
Notes to the contents 

– Summary 
Please could you compile a concise English summary of your budget plan which, for external 
purposes, must be independently readable; this should include a conclusion in respect of the general 
financial position of your organisational unit in both 2022 and the relevant subsequent years. 
 
The summary should consist of no more than one page of text and one page of figures. 
 
- Guidelines Chapters 
Chapters 1 to 4 relate directly to strategic pillars, additionally it is possible to add goals not directly 
related to the strategy in these chapters. Please pay attention to sustainability, inter- and 
multidisciplinary and societal impact throughout every chapter where possible. 
 
Per strategic pillar a top 3 (maximum top 5) goals should be presented.  
 
The support services should follow the same classification as the faculties as far as applicable.  
 
We would be grateful if you could ensure the main sections of the budget plan are kept to a maximum 
of four pages per chapter. 
 
In every chapter five questions are being asked. We ask for a single table, so all the information about 
this specific goal is presented together. Because the tables leave only little space for text, it is 
recommended to elucidate the answers to the questions below the table. 
 
 2022 2023 2024 2025 

Strategy pillar Futureproof education 

Goals  

Focal Points  

KPI’s  

What do we want to achieve?     

What are we going to do?     

What does it cost?     

What is necessary in HR terms?     

What are the risks and uncertainties?     
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The questions to be answered are: 
 
1. What do we want to achieve? 

What do we want to achieve in respect to performance-related agreements, EUR strategic 
objectives, reorganisation and your own policy aims? Please ensure the objectives are in line with 
the arrangements made during the Spring Annual Meeting. 
Are we on track? As a result of the Annual Spring Meeting 2021, the objectives may have been 
changed or specified. 
 

2. What are we going to do? 
What actions are we going to take in this respect? What decisions have been taken concerning 
participation in strategic themes? What innovations is the unit concerned with which are unrelated 
to the strategy (own policy)? Ensure the presented strategic decisions reflect the discussion in the 
Spring Annual Meeting. 
Based upon financial analysis, are any more changes or revisions needed? If so, explain why the 
objectives have been revised and to what extend the objectives and results have been achieved. 
 

3. What does it cost? 
What budgets will be released for which activities and results? Separate explanation of the 
investments of the HoKa means. Show also the adjustments of REI investments, Erasmus 
Initiatives and LDE investments. 
Explain any adjustments to the original plan. What (substantive and/or financial) impediments, 
adjustments and solutions? 
 

4. Which efforts are necessary in HR terms? 
For instance, explain the efforts concerning the development and hiring of staff related to the goal. 
Please fill in the table in the paragraph to subscribe the staff costs, other costs, fte own and fte 
hired, and explain the development in fte in the multi-annual budget. 
 

5. What are the risks and uncertainties? (related to the described items above) 
 

Extra guidelines for the chapters Talent management and Finance 

 

– Talent management 

What do we want to achieve? 

A general vision on (strategic) HR policy (WP/OBP). Based on the information given in the previous 
paragraphs, an overall view on HR and strategic HR policy of the faculty/support services. Basis is the 
strategic HR plan per faculty/support services. One side this HR plan gives insight in the most 
important data and makes the connection between the ambitions of the unit plans with the most 
important efforts on HR. Result is an overview of the most important HR topics translated into 
concrete actions. 
 
What are we going to do? 

Describe in this paragraph the main actions to achieve the formulated goals in the previous paragraph. 
The following two ways have to be followed: 
1. General vision on HR: describe the vision and actions based on the life cycle of employees: 

recruitment, development and outplacement. 
2. Strategic HR themes: smart goals and approach, connection with the KPI’s. 

  

Strategic HR topic What do we want to achieve?  

Leadership & talent management Targets  

Career & mobility KPI’s (where applicable)  
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Awareness, risks and uncertainties 

In the last chapter an overview of the awareness, risks and uncertainties must be described. The risks 
should be linked to the risk management tool Naris. Which are the important ones for the 
faculty/support services:  
 defining risks and problem areas; 
 explaining the measures to be taken; 
 trends and breaks with trends; 
 cost price trends; 
 items not accounted for.  

 
– Finance 
In the external annual report, institutions must include a multi-year budget at the highest aggregation 
level. The figures to be provided relate to both the statement of income and expenditure as well as the 
balance sheet and must be prepared in accordance with standard definitions and annual reporting 
rules. In addition, key figures about staffing levels and student numbers should be provided for the 
same period. 
 
Given the long-term effects of various decisions and the financial uncertainties, it is increasingly 
important to manage based on integral multi-year figures. 
  
In the Finance chapter, we specifically ask the organisational units to stipulate the risks and problem 
areas, to explain which measures are being taken to deal with these and, to refer to the policy 
governing individual policy discretion, the reserves and dividends. 
 
The following subjects should be dealt with substantively:  
 Budget figures  

 the basic principles and assumptions used for the preparation of the budget plan; 
 the multi-year operating budget (including and excluding affiliated parties); 
 (significant) changes in the staffing levels as well as in material income and expenditure 

items compared to the realisation of t-1 (bullet points); 
 movements in the multi-year budget (bullet points); including separately an explanation of 

REI, Erasmus Initiatives, LDE centres and HoKa investments; 
 a specification of the multi-year claims (budget still to be mandated) and the assumptions 

behind these.  
 Budget cuts/retrenchments 

 the extent to which the financial restructuring has been or will be realised and what the 
reasons are for any deviations from the objectives; 

 elaborate scenario’s aimed at structural improvements of results (activities to rise income, 
prioritizing, efficiency measurements or retrenchments); 

 when opting for a growth scenario, or increase in turnover, the fall-back scenario should 
also be clearly presented in case the growth fails to materialise. 

 Investments 
 project-based investments (incidental); 
 the structural expenditure ensuing from the investments, for example depreciation 
 global multi-year investment budgets for each project to be started in 2022 including the 

sources of finance (faculty, Executive Board, third parties) only to the extent the amount 
being invested exceeds 3% of the annual turnover; 

Diversity   

Internationalisation   

Modern Employment   

Organisation development   
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 investments using special reserves; 
 the PRO provides a detailed insight in the investments (campus, IT, etc.) and explains the 

differences with the MIP/MEP presented in April 2021 (used as input for the Budgetary 
Framework 2022); 

 insight and development of projects of the masterplan IT. 
 Individual policy discretion, reserves and dividends 

 the scope and use of individual policy discretion; 
 the policy in respect of individual policy discretion, reserves and dividends; 
 movements in designated reserves and funds (HoKa, Erasmus Initiatives, new education 

investments, network, mobility, HR funds, etc.); 
 an explanation of the profit appropriation; 
 movements in provisions (leave, redundancy pay, reorganisation, sabbatical, asbestos); 
 the expected annual dividend payment (amount, from which affiliated party and the 

manner of payment/use), as well as an explanation of how the returns and/or activities of 
the affiliated operating companies contribute to the faculty’s education and research; 

 if applicable, a plan for using the reserves above or below the limit. 
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B. TECHNICAL BUDGET GUIDELINES 

1. Objective 
If the budget plans of each organisational unit are prepared in a uniform way, it will be easier to combine 
all the plans (financially) into a consolidated version. Moreover, similar insight into the income, 
expenditure and results will be provided. 
 
2. Technical timetable 
The budgetary process forms part of EUR’s governance planning & control cycle. To achieve a 
manageable plan of the required activities, we have compiled the timetable shown below. 
 
We would like to emphasise that there is only a limited time between submitting the budget plans, 
preparing for bilateral meetings and preparing the consolidated budget for the formal handling of the 
university budget plan by the University Council and the Supervisory Board. There is very little space for 
delays or deferment. Consequently, we would urge everyone to stick to the timetable and in the unlikely 
event it proves impossible, please let us know immediately, without waiting to be asked. 
 
Technical timetable budget plan 

Date What Who 

20 August 2021* Submit settlements to CPC Organisational units 

2 August 2021 Define and control budgetary framework Support services + CPC 

27 August 2021 
Submit concept budget plans to CPC, 
including digital SAP and excel files/formats  

Support services Woudestein 
faculties, ISS, RSM BV 

30 September 2021 
Submit budget plans to the Executive Board 
and CPC, send digital files/formats to CPC 

Holding, Erasmus MC, Erasmus 
Sport, SESA 

Sept./Oct. 2021 Analyses budget plans CPC + AZ 

Sept./Oct. 2021 
Bilateral meetings/processing corrections 
and checks 

Organisational units + CPC 

19 October 2021* Provisional adoption of the EUR budget Executive Board 

9 November 2020* Final adoption of the EUR budget Executive Board 

29 November 2021* Approval Supervisory Board 

December 2021* Entering the 2022 Budget into SAP PRO/Finance 

* these dates are still subject to change 
 
3. Aligning settlements 
In the Framework 2022-2025 the compulsory payments (see specification in table 4 in the appendix 
Internal Resource Allocation) and fixed settlements (table 5) are already incorporated in the budget of 
the organisational units. For the other settlements: those with the support services, other faculties and 
those with the affiliated companies, units must make mutually agreements in Summer 2021. Mutually 
agreement is necessary in order to achieve balance in the consolidated institutional budget. 
 
So, to avoid the budget plans having to be revised retrospectively, we ask each organisational unit and 
every affiliated legal entity to align the estimated income and expenditure from mutual settlements 
with the corresponding organisational unit/company at an early stage. 
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Although service provision is not technically processed as a settlement with Erasmus MC1, we would 
still ask you to align these amounts mutually. 
 
We would like each organisational unit to send an overview of the multi-year settlements (without the 
compulsory payments and fixed settlements) to the staff department CPC before August 20th, 2021. If 
internal settlements are not in balance, the units will have to adjust them. A balanced overview will be 
distributed by CPC. In the 2022-2025 budget plans to be submitted, the figures of the settlements 
should be in accordance with this overview. 
 
The total of the settlements should be visible in format 1 (see paragraph 5) except for the intra 
settlements. These are settlements within the organisational unit itself. These intra settlements must 
be in balance within the organisational unit (income 834xx= expenditure 434xx). 
 
If - at the time of the consolidation of the budget plans - it shows that there are differences in the 
settlements between units, the SAP detail plan will be corrected technically.  
 
4. Submission of the budget plans 
Two hardcopy (paper) versions of the budget should be handed into the Executive Board in 
accordance with the timetable and one version to CPC. Above the hardcopy versions of the budget, 
CPC should also be sent the digital version of the covering letter, the budget text, the faculty council’s 
recommendations, the prescribed formats. At the same time, a 2022 detail SAP dataset should be 
provided. 
  
N.B.: the numerical digital data submitted to CPC must be the same as the budget figures 
submitted to the Executive Board on paper. The SAP detail dataset 2022 must be identical to 
figures of the 2022 column of the prescribed formats. 
  
We would emphasise that in addition to the formats referred to below – which we expect in the 
budget plan – the above-mentioned information about the settlements is essential for the preparation 
of the (consolidated) budget. 
  
The units are free to include more detailed information in the budget plan than we are asking for in the 
formats below. 
  
The figures of budget 2022 will be entered into the financial system after the EUR Budget has been 
finally adopted by the Executive Board and the Supervisory board (planned in December). 
 
The data entered into the financial system will be the same as the figures accounted for in the EUR 
Budget Plan 2022. These may deviate from the budget plans submitted to the Executive Board by the 
units due, for example, to technical adjustments, government grant changes, or due to new 
agreements made in the bilateral meeting or resolutions passed by the Executive Board in the period 
between the compilation of the Budgetary Framework and the adoption of the Budget. 
 
5. General financial principles/points of departure 
Integral budget activities 
We attach great importance to the budget plans being as realistic as possible. This means that all the 
planned activities and related income and expenditure are - as far as possible - accounted for in the 
budget plans, even if an activity is not going to have any operational impact within the unit. 
In addition, we would ask every unit (both faculties and support services) to make a clear distinction in 
the budget between regular activities and project-related matters. 
  

 
1 Settlements with the faculty part of Erasmus MC must be shown as budget still to be mandated; settlements with the hospital 
part of Erasmus MC must be treated as other external income. 
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Budgeting within the frameworks provided 
The Erasmus Perspective presents the integral multi-year projections of the units’ budgets. The 
allocated budget mentioned in the budget plans should be equal to the framework presented in the 
tables 2 of the internal allocation model. 
 
In the Erasmus Perspective, the budget for support services is adjusted. However, the budget requests 
highly exceed this adjustment. The service directors, in collaboration with the faculty directors, and 
CPC will prioritize and phase the budget requests made. Before 1 August 2020 the framework of 
support services will be clear. It is no longer possible to claim unallocated budget. 
 
In the Erasmus Perspective not all the budget is allocated to the organisational units. Some budgets, 
e.g. strategic innovation budgets and tuition fees non EER, will be paid later after justification and 
verification of the actual costs/income incurred. These expected budgets should be accounted for as 
‘budget still to be mandated’. Budgets still to be mandated should be explained both in figures and 
substantively.  
The 'budget to be mandated' should only be included in the budget if the underlying plans have been 
approved by the Executive Board. New claims that were not taken into account in the Erasmus 
Perspective are not allowed. For instance, it is not possible to claim extra budget for first year student 
numbers, diploma’s and dissertations and wage compensation. 
No extra budget amounts may be claimed to avoid negative results. 
 
Realistic cost-covering budget 
In terms of the salary and price levels, the rule is that the budget is prepared based on constant prices.  
 
Result target 
Organisational units should aim at a structural positive operating result. They must develop and 
prioritize activities in order to remine within the budget: increase income, effectivity/efficiency, 
retrenchment & stop. 
 
An operating deficit is therefore only permissible when this is temporary and compensated by a 
surplus in other years. In addition, a temporary uncompensated deficit may occur as a result of an 
organisational unit adopting a conscious reserve policy due, for example, to extra investments in the 
strategy or a partially unspent budget in a certain year. 
 
A deficit budget not compensated in any other year of the planning period (2022-2025) will only be 
accepted in exceptional situations and under the following conditions:  
1. The organisational unit’s equity does not fall below 5% of the estimated annual income; 
2. The relevant organisational unit presents a clear plan to balance the financial housekeeping in the 

short term; 
3. The deficit is due to incidental investments making use of past reserves. 
  
An explanation of the most important assumptions on which the (multi-year) budget is based should 
be provided. If an uncompensated operational deficit budget is submitted, we would ask you to 
provide an explicit explanation of the factors behind the deficit and an indication of when you expect 
the budget to become cost-covering again. 
 
Reserve policy  
The revised reserve policy is applicable starting January 1, 2022. If applicable, units present their plans 
to get their reserves within the bandwidth.  
  
 
6. Specific guidelines  
In respect of the budget for staff costs, we ask the organisational units: 
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 to make use of the GPL provided by CPC. The financial effects of any deviations from the GPL 
provided by CPC may be accounted for in the category ‘(policy) discretion’ within the staff costs; 

 to take account of the financial effects of the leave arrangements including the possibility of being 
able to carry days over (= capitalising holidays); the point of departure is the hourly wage on the 
basis of the CLA dated 1 January 2020 without the social security cost mark-up; 

 to continue the reservation for training costs (3% of the gross salary for support and management 
staff and 0.5% for academic staff - first money stream). 

  
The affiliated companies and Erasmus Sport must take in account the costs of corporation tax [VPB]. 
 
In particular, we ask the Erasmus School of Social and Behavioural Sciences (ESSB) to make the EUC 
budget separately visible and provide an explanation of it in the multi-year budget. The budget to 
cover a start-up deficit should be included under ‘budget still to be mandated’. The support service 
RE&F should include the accommodation budget for the EUC under this item. In addition, we want the 
support services to indicate clearly in their budgets which extra costs for standard services are 
attributable to the EUC and the resources required for this, as well as to estimate the budget still to be 
mandated. 
 
7. Explanatory note to the prescribed formats 
The prescribed formats must be submitted as appendices to the budget plans. The figures (with three 
decimal places) in the formats must be according the allocated initial budget, settlements and SAP detail 
file.  
 
In format 1, we would ask the organisational units to provide insight into their multi-year perspective 
and the development of their reserves. 
 
Format 1 Financial overview 2020-2025 

Cost 
categories 

Description (k€) Real 20 
Forecast 
Aug 21 

B2021 B2022 B2023 B2024 B2025 

   Budget               
   Other income               

8.12  3rd money stream education               
8.13  2nd money stream research               
8.131  3rd money stream research               
8.138  Other contract income               
8.16   Other income               
8.17  Interest / result subsidiaries               
  Internal settlements               
8.32  Internal income from EUR-sec               
8.30  Internal income from EUR-group               
  Total income               
                 
  Staff costs               
4.1 excl. 4.14  Own staff               
4.14  Hired staff               
  Material costs               
4.20  Depreciation               
4.21  Rent, housing expenditures               
   Other               
4.26  Income transfers               
4.27/4.28  Interest/corporate income tax               
  Internal settlements               
4.32  Internal payments to EUR-sec               
4.30  Internal payments to EUR-group               
  Total expenses               
  Result               
8.71  Equity after result               

                  
   fte               
   fte academic staff               
    fte PhD               
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   fte student assistant               
   fte support and management staff               
                  
   Average personnel cost               
                  
   Dissertations               
                  
   Mat costs incl. subs and interest VpB               

 
Format 1 must present a “separate” picture of the faculty or unit. Additionally, the faculties with 
affiliated companies are asked to use the same format 1 to fill in the (concept) budget plan for the 
affiliated operating companies. Finally, they are also asked to present consolidation figures using this 
format. 
 
It is forbidden to fill in figures concerning intra settlements (cost types 8.34xxx/836xxx and 
4.34xxx/4.36xxx). These are settlements within the organisational unit itself, whereby the expenses are 
the same as the income. 
 
The column Real 2020 must correspond to the adopted Annual Report 2020 and the column Budget 
2021 with the EUR budget plan 2021, approved by the Board (entered into SAP (plan version 99). 
 
In the column Forecast 2021, the support services may include the figures from the Highlights Report 
April. The faculties, affiliated companies and foundations are asked to fill in the September prognosis 
figures. 
 
For certain parts of format 1, further specifications are requested in the formats 2 to 5. 
 
The faculties and support services are also asked to fill in the number of fte’s and dissertations in 
format 1. 
 
Budget  
The Framework forms the point of departure for the budget plans of the organisational units. The 
state contribution in format 1 must, therefore, align with the multi-year allocated initial budget 
presented in the Framework. 
 
In the Erasmus Perspective, not all the budget is allocated to the organisational units. Some budgets, 
e.g. strategic innovation budgets and tuition fees non EER, will be paid later after justification and 
verification of the actual costs/income incurred. In order to acquire more insight into the nature and 
scope of still to be mandated budgets, the organisational units should complete the following format: 
 
Format 2 Specification still to mandate budget 

             

Cost category Description (k€) Income source 
Budget 
2022 

Budget 
2023 

Budget 
2024 

Budget 
2025 

841000   - Performance allocation Model         

    - Strategy         

    - Direct Purpose fund         

    - EUR Fellows         

    - Institutional fees non-EEA and HBO         

    - According CvB decision         

    - Settlements Er.MC         

             

Total             
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The point of departure of the budgets which are still to be mandated is that a financial claim may only 
be presented if it is reasonably likely that the resources are available for the objective and for the 
relevant unit. It is not the intention that units submit budget claims to the Executive Board and account 
for them in their budgets without adequate substantiation. No extra budget amounts may be claimed 
to avoid negative results. No claims connected to adjustments in the number of first-year students, 
diplomas and dissertations and wage compensation may be accounted for under the still to be 
mandated budgets. The faculties have had the opportunity to check or change the parameters 
included in the Erasmus Perspective. 
 
Income  
For the policy of the university as a whole and the organisational unit in particular, insight into the 
nature (structural or incidental), type and source of all external income is essential. 
 
We distinguish between income from tuition fees, course and examination fees, income from work for 
third parties (contract research split into 2nd and 3rd money stream and miscellaneous contract 
income), miscellaneous income and financial income (external interest income). 
Only amounts which are for EUR’s own account and risk may be accounted for as revenue (in 
accordance with RJ 270). Consequently, a negative income account is included under income from 
work for third parties. In the standard cost category 100% income account should be budgeted for and 
the allowable deduction must be shown on the line “*of which to hand over to third parties” 
 
Income must be accounted for in accordance with the cost-benefit methodology (according financial 
accounting directives). This means that if courses or projects extend beyond the end of the year, the 
corresponding income must be assigned to calendar years. 
  
In the last 4 columns of the format, we would like you to indicate what % of the sources of income 
have already been acquired. The reference date used should also be indicated. 
 
Format 3 Specification external income 

                 % already acquired 

Cost 
category 

Description (k€) Income source 
Real 
2020 

Forecast 
Aug 21 

Budget 
2022 

Budget 
2023 

Budget 
2024 

Budget 
2025 

2022 2023 2024 2025 

812020 Third money stream education - Source of income A                     
    - Source of income B                     
    - etc.                     
                          

813000 
Income second money stream 
research - NWO       

              

    - KNAW                     
                          

813100 
Income third money stream 
research - Non-profit organisations       

              

    - Companies and other                     
    - Government                     
    - BSK                     
    - International organisations                     
    - Other                     
                          

813101 
of which to hand over to third 
parties (1)         

              

                          
813800 Other contract income - Source of income A                     
    - Source of income B                     
    - etc.                     
                          
8.16xxx Other income (2) - Source of income A                     
    - Source of income B                     
    - etc.                     
                          
817000 Interest                       
Total                         

                  
Reference date acquisition 
percentage 

1) work for third parties, not for own account and risk. This is negative income. 
2) such as secondments (816210), rental income (816110) and endowments (dotaties) and grants (816310). 

 
Under “sources of income”, we mean the organisational unit paying. 
  
Staff costs 
The staff costs are by far EUR’s largest expenditure item. 
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There is a significant relationship between, on the one hand, the staff occupation and the type and mix 
of staff and, on the other hand, the level of the personnel costs. For the calculation of the personnel 
costs, the Budgetary Framework for year t is based on the staff occupation at the end of year t-2. In 
other words: the staff occupation as of 31 December 2020 forms the basis for the calculation of the 
personnel costs in the 2022 Budgetary Framework. 
 
In format 4, we want the organisational units to provide information about the (estimated) planned 
and personnel costs for each staff category. 
 
Format 4 Personnel staffing and costs 

    Planned staff (in fte)  Staff costs in (k€)  GPL (in k€) 

    Real 20 
Forecast 
Aug 21 

B2021 B2022 B2023 B2024 B2025  Real 20 
Forecast 
Aug 21 

B2021 B2022 B2023 B2024 B2025  B2021 B2022 

*01 Professor 1                                     
*02 Professor 2                                     
*03 Associate Professor                                     
*04 Assistant Professor                                     
*05 Teacher                                     
*06 Post-doc                                     
*09 PhD                                     
*10 Student- assistant                                     
  Subtotal Academic Staff                                     
                                        
*11 scale 15-18                                     
*12 scale 12-14                                     
*13 scale 10-11                                     
*14 scale 7-9                                     
*15 scale 4-6                                     
*16 scale 1-3                                     
  Subtotal Support. & Management staff                                     
                                        
*20 Bonuses Gratuities (411200 tm 411380)                                     
*21 Other personnel costs (4.13)                                     
*22 Staff costs: hired staff (4.14)                                     
*23 Payment to "Wachtgeldfonds" (4.15)                                     
*24 Social refunds (4.16)                                     
*25 Ruimte (413980) (afronding)                                     
                                        
  Total academic & support staff                                      

 
In the second part of format 4, firstly the total personnel costs for both academic staff and support 
and management staff are calculated and, subsequently, in five items, the total personnel costs. Finally, 
format 4 - possibly supplemented by individual policy discretion - must align with the total staff costs 
in format 1. The 2022 SAP digital import file should contain the same detailed information as that 
provided in column 2022 of format 4 (same figures per cost category!).  
  
The third part of the table includes the average staff costs (gpl) for each category. The gpl per unit will 
be provided by CPC. The calculation will be made based on the wage level on 1 January 2021. 
 
CPC will inform the units about the staff numbers and personnel costs as of 31 December 2020. The 
calculations include the following components: 
 Gross scale salaries; 
 Holiday allowance; 
 End-of-year bonus; 
 Pension contributions (retirement and surviving dependents pensions, Surviving Dependants Act 

[ANW] compensation, transitional pre-pension and life-course savings scheme arrangements and 
premiums [VPL]); 

 Occupational disability [WAO/WIA/WHK] and childcare contributions; 
 Healthcare Insurance Act [ZVW]; 
 Public Sector Social Security Implementation Fund [UFO] contribution; 
 New: “30% regulation” for foreign employees. 
 
In addition, to the aforementioned costs, each unit should take account of: 
 Miscellaneous personnel costs; 
 Costs of temporary workers of the employment agencies, and other hired-in staff; 
 Endowments to the Redundancy Pay Fund (legal obligations arrangements). 
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The miscellaneous personnel costs include an important item for home-work travel expenses. To the 
extent these relate to the first money stream staff, they will be reimbursed. To cover these costs, a 
fixed budget has been added to the organisational unit’s framework.  
 
In the excel spreadsheet which we are sending to the units, the details from format 4 are linked to a 
graph which shows the trend in the estimated workforce over the period of the plan. Together with 
format 1, this graph can serve as a numerical appendix to the management summary of the budget 
plan of the organisational unit. 
 
Material costs 
  
Depreciation 
All depreciation costs are classified under costs type 4.20xxx. 
  
To gain more insight into substantial investments/cash flows via the balance sheet, we would like all 
the organisational units to fill in format 5. 
 
Format 5 Long-term investment in equipment and inventory 

in k€             

  
Real 
2020 

Forecast 
Aug 21 

Budget 
2022 

Budget 
2023 

Budget 
2024 

Budget 
2025 

Net investment             

              

Depreciation current year             

Depreciation previous years             

Total depreciation             

              

Desinvestments             

Extra deposits             
1) e.g. first device building, renovations, PC rooms 

 
Housing expenditures 
Within the housing costs (cost type 4.21xxx) a distinction can be made between: 
 Rental of buildings and grounds; 
 Insurance (related to buildings); 
 Maintenance; 
 Energy and water; 
 Cleaning; 
 Levies; 
 Contribution to provisions (e.g. asbestos); 
 Miscellaneous accommodation costs. 
 
Because Erasmus MC classifies the housing costs differently, we would request Erasmus MC to specify 
the amounts in the aforementioned cost types and indicate the category under which they have 
accounted for these amounts in their budget plan. 
  
The units RE&F and IT are asked to provide a detailed up to date multi-year MIP/MEP Housing and 
IT plan. The support units provide the following specifications: 
 a revised multi-year MIP/MEP campus plan; 
 substantiation of the EUC housing costs; 
 an individual prognosis of the income from and expenditure on accommodation for foreign 

guests/students; 
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 a revised multi-year MIP/MEP IT plan; 
 information about the allocated reserves and provisions. 
 Information about the difference between budget plan 2022 and budget plan 2021 and Erasmus 

Perspective 2022. 
 
The import file for SAP  
According the technical timetable, units must deliver a 2022 digital import file SAP to CPC. The 
import figures must match with the 2022 column of the completed formats shown above (numerically 
per cost category). 
 
We ask the organisational units before delivery, to check the following: 

  

- The alignment of the spreadsheets/SAP import file with the budget plan submitted to the Executive Board. 

- Is the file balanced (= 0)? Amounts in whole euros, i.e. not in cents. 

    

- Costs centres/wbs numbers 

  Recognised in SAP? If not recognised, please generate in SAP. 

  Balanced (income - expenses +/- result is zero per cost centre/wbs number)? 

    

- Income and expenditure categories 

  Correct account? 

  Level (no subtotal)? 

  Recognised in SAP? 

    

- Budget (state contribution cost type 8400000) in accordance with the Framework? 

    

- Budget still to be mandated (841000) 

  Specification included? 

  Excel figures are the same (in euros) as mentioned in format 2 and 1? 

  Er.MC settlement according to alignment in Spring? 

    

- Breakdown of income types 

  Use 8.12/8.13 instead 8.16 and vice versa. It is not allowed to use 813010 and 813110 in the budget plan. 

    

- Personnel costs 

  Breakdown in accordance with the prescribed format 4 

  Redundancy payments (415000) in accordance with table 4 'Compulsory payments' 

  Extra own payment or reorganisation contribution (415090)? 

    

- Internal settlements 

  Intra-faculty and intra-holding settlements in balance (costs = income) 

  4.34 = 8.34 within an organisational unit and intra-holding 4.36 = 8.36 

  Balance per individual cost number e.g. 434100 = 834100 

    

  Intra-company settlements (between organisational units of the single EUR) and intercompany 

settlements (between legal entities of the EUR group) in accordance with the Spring alignment? 

  Figures in format 1 are similar to the alignment figures (each year)? 

    

- Specification of depreciation and accommodation costs is in accordance with the guidelines. 

- Specification of fluctuations in the reserves/allocated reserves/dividend payments. 

  

 
Running through this checklist will minimise the need for the budget plans to be retrospectively 
corrected and prevent problems arising when entering data into SAP. 
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A format to run the checks will be provided by CPC.



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix C: 

INTERNAL ALLOCATION 

C. INTERNAL ALLOCATION 
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C.1. READING GUIDE 

 Table 1 shows the internal multi-year allocation. The available budget is shown in the upper 
section of the table and the allocation in the lower section. The balance between these two 
sections (profit or loss) is deducted from the general university reserves. 

 
 Table 2a shows the allocated budget per unit in 2022. A multi-year perspective is included in 

the tables 2b, 2c and 2d. 
 
 Table 3 gives an overview of the housing costs and other centrally financed (strategic) costs. 
 
 Table 4 shows the compulsory settlements, or in other words, the faculty’s contribution to the 

costs of the support made available to all faculties. 
 
 Table 5 shows the fixed settlements between the faculties and the support services. 
 
 Table 6 provides an overview of the difference between Erasmus Perspective 2022 and Budget 

plan 2021 (year 2022) 
 
 A further explanation of the tables 2, 3, 4 and 5 can be found in appendices D up to I and in the 

paragraphs C.3 up to C.6 of this appendix. 
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Appendix C2: 

TABLES INTERNAL ALLOCATION 

C.2. NOTES ON ALLOCATION OF THE RESOURCES  
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Table 1: Internal allocation (in k€) 

Available Budget 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 

      

 Government Grant      

   OCW Allocation Model 332.163  366.520  373.295  382.182  388.766  

   ISS 9.463  9.463  9.463  9.463  9.463  

   IHS 2.624  2.624  2.624  2.624  2.624  

 Subtotal Government Grant 344.249  378.607  385.382  394.269  400.853  

       

 Academic Hospital funds 96.454  100.331  100.331  100.331  100.331  

       

 Other income      

   Tuition fees 71.125 73.200 76.300 79.100 82.100 

   Income from partnerships 3.364 2.916 2.873 2.874 2.860 

   Interest/Tax refund 900 900 900 900 900 

 Subtotal other income 75.389 77.016 80.073 82.874 85.860 

       

 TOTAL AVAILABLE 516.093 555.954 565.786 577.474 587.044 

       

Allocation Budget 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 

       

New Allocation Model 283.513  309.329 314.837 329.709 334.963 
Central Budget: Performance non-model 
education programmes 

7.922  6.931  7.978  3.990  4.282  

       

Strategic Budgets      

  Strategic Innovation Budget 15.000  15.002  15.002  15.003  15.002  

  Strategic Budget: earmarked 9.334  4.954  5.073  4.259  4.847  

  Strategic Budget: other 2.442  13.492  14.866 14.732 14.372 

  Additional costs IT master plan 3.000  2.500  2.500  2.500  2.500  

  HoKa 13.056  16.326  17.237  19.456  20.975  

  SEO 2.482 2.481 2.481 2.481 2.481 

Subtotal strategic Budgets 45.314  54.755  57.159  58.431  60.177  

       

Institute of Social Studies 9.463  9.463  9.463  9.463  9.463  
Institute for Housing and Urban Development 
Studies 

2.624  2.624  2.624  2.624  2.624  

Academic Hospital funds 96.454  100.331  100.331  100.331  100.331  

       

Other allocations central budgets      

  Central HRM policy funds (CMP) 4.626  1.326  1.326  1.326  1.326  

  Working condition funds 3.021  3.373  3.429  3.516  3.580  

  Working condition funds Erasmus MC  1.456  1.645  1.701  1.799  1.850  

  Dotation legal obligations arrangements 3.454  3.855  3.920  4.020  4.095  

  Legal obligations arrangements Erasmus MC             1.633  1.822  1.853  1.900  1.936  

  Additional pre-funding EUC 2.996  1.690  1.656  1.527  1.533  

  Housing budget Erasmus MC  15.037  15.940  16.175  16.411  16.646  

  Housing budget Woudestein extra central budget 7.468  7.729  7.892  6.436  7.653  

  Interest costs -  -  -  -  -  

  Other central costs (incl. ISS) 19.242  18.998 18.627 18.593 18.593 

  Student influx 1.000  1.000  1.000  1.000  1.000  

  Institutional fees (incl. pto) 13.476  15.143  15.815  16.398  16.992  

  Central funding EUR Fellows 405  -  -  -  -  

Subtotal other allocations 73.814  72.521 73.394 72.926 75.204 

       

TOTAL ALLOCATED 519.105  555.954 565.786 577.474 587.044 

       

Surplus/Deficit Budget 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 

      

Change university reserve -3.012 - - - - 
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Table 2a: Allocation 2022 (in k€) 

 
Total 

Faculties Support Services 
Central 

 Professional Services (PRO) 

 Er.MC ESHPM ESE RSM EU ESL ESSB ESHCC ESPhil ISS PRO Staff UL NTV  M&C HR REF IT FIN E&S ERS 

Performance-based allocation model 263.564 70.740 11.280  30.478  43.472  23.499 24.994  11.685 3.494  - 24.055  8.373  8.267 3.227 -  2.780 2.293  3.745  8.020 1.909 4.609 699 

EUC 3.696 - - - - - 3.696 - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - 

Nanobiology 1.298 1.298 - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - 

Clinical Technology 1.937 1.937 - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - 

Variation provision/travel expenses 1.506 483 35 188 226 114 132 60 15 - 178 26 49 - -  16 32 47  44 - 39 - 

m2/student influx/other parameters 18.992 -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 2.638  12  125 - 16.217  -4  85 -  1.157 -  - 1.400 

Additional costs IT/AV/Basis IT 8.120 - - - - - - - - - 5.620 - - - 2.500  - - - 5.620 - - - 

Central HRM policy funds (CMP) 2.458 420  54  146 208 112 119 56 17 - - -  -  - 1.326  - - -  - - - - 

Local HRM policy funds (DMP) 5.695 1.817 233 631 900 486 517 242  72 - 374 317 106 - -  43 36 59 125 29 72 10 

Subtotal model-based allocations 307.266 76.695 11.602 31.443 44.806 24.211 29.458 12.043 3.598 - 32.865 8.728 8.547 3.227 20.043  2.835 2.446 3.851 14.966 1.938 4.720 2.109 

                        

Academic Hospital funds 100.331 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100.331  - - - - - - - 

Institute for Housing and Urban Development Studies 2.624 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2.624  - - - - - - - 

Institute of Social Studies 9.463 - - - - - - - - 9.463 - - - - -  - - - - - - - 

                        

Working condition funds 5.018 1.645 20  53 76  41  44  20 6  - 10  47  9 - 3.047  1  1  2  3 1 2 -  

Legal obligations arrangements 5.677 1.822  -  - - - - - - - - -  -  - 3.855  - - -  - - - - 

Strategic Innovation Budget 15.002 - - - - - - - - - - -  -  - 15.002   - - -  - - - - 

HoKa 16.326 1.547 340 2.251 1.911 1.786 1.484 490 251 - - 5.672 -  - 594   -  - -  - - - - 

Influx, flow through and well-being 2.168 577 82 238 333 191 165 87 29 - - 466 - - -   - - -  - - - - 

SEO 2.481 1.883  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 185  -  -  - 413   -  -  -  -  -  -  185 

Additional provisions EUC 1.690 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.690  - - - - - - - 

Housing budget (see table 3) 28.864 15.940 -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 12.924  -  -  - -   -  -  12.924  -  -  -  -  

Major depreciation and depreciation 22.367 - - - - - - - - - 22.367 - - - -  - - 22.367 - - - - 

Specific allocations & other costs (see table 3) 32.133 10.870 - - -177 - 60 - - 2.018 5.834 4.245 120 - 9.163  291 65 294 4.014 - 1.170 - 

Tuition fees (institutional) 15.143 -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - -  -  -  - 15.143   -  -  -  -  -  -  -  

Interest compensation (units) - - - - - - - - - - - 40 - -40 -  - - - - - - - 

Subtotal other allocations 146.869 34.284 442 2.542 2.143 2.018 1.753 597 286 2.018 41.320 10.470 129 -40 48.907  292 66 35.587 4.017 1 1.172 185 

                        

Compulsory settlements (see table 4) -2 -468 -885  -1.398  -1.793  -1.350  -1.539  -554 -219  -164 6.721  -21  876 - 792   1.285 3.173  -102  -122  -38  2.539 -14  

Fixed settlements (see table 5) -5 -1.384 -545 -1.692 -2.344 -895 -1.150 -549 -109 -32 6.872 180 1.643 - -  64 644 434 4.929 588 266 -53 

Budget cuts -10.592 -2.237  -513  -1.253  -2.071  -1.178  -1.036  -446  -105  - -1.437  -44 -272 - -   -4 30 -144  -773 -176 -370 - 

Subtotal target -10.599 -4.089 -1.943 -4.343 -6.208 -3.423 -3.725 -1.549 -433 -196 12.156 115 2.247 - 792  1.345 3.847 188 4.034 374 2.435 -67 

                        

Total allocated resources 2022 555.954 106.890 10.101 29.642 40.741 22.806 27.486 11.091 3.451 11.285 86.341 19.313 10.923 3.187 172.697  4.472 6.359 39.626 23.017 2.313 8.327 2.227 
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Table 2b: Allocation 2023 (k€) 

 
Total 

Faculties Support Services 
Central 

 Professional Services (PRO) 

 Er.MC ESHPM ESE RSM EU ESL ESSB ESHCC ESPhil ISS PRO Staff UL NTV  M&C HR REF IT FIN E&S ERS 

Performance-based allocation model 271.391 70.524 12.059 30.876 44.793 23.712 26.516 12.180 3.509 - 25.291 8.973 8.546 4.412 -  2.811 2.244 3.737 9.202 1.930 4.661 706 

EUC 4.268 - - - - - 4.268 - - - - - -  -  - - - - - - - 

Nanobiology 1.495 1.495 - - - - - - - - - - -  -  - - - - - - - 

Clinical Technology 2.215 2.215 - - - - - - - - - - -  -  - - - - - - - 

Variation provision/travel expenses 1.506 483 35 188 226 114 132 60 15 - 178 26 49  -  16 32 47 44 - 39 - 

m2/student influx/other parameters 20.366 - - - - - - - - - 1.995 512 125  17.734  -4 85 - 514 - - 1.400 

Additional costs IT/AV/Basis IT 8.120 - - - - - - - - - 5.620 - -  2.500  - - - 5.620 - - - 

Central HRM policy funds (CMP) 2.458 420 54 146 208 112 119 56 17 - - - -  1.326  - - - - - - - 

Local HRM policy funds (DMP) 5.777 1.847 237 642 915 494 526 246 73 - 374 317 106  -  43 36 59 125 29 72 10 

Subtotal model-based allocations 317.596 76.984 12.385 31.852 46.142 24.432 31.561 12.542 3.614 - 33.458 9.828 8.826 4.412 21.560  2.866 2.397 3.843 15.505 1.959 4.772 2.116 

                        

Academic Hospital funds 100.331 - - - - - - - - - - - -  100.331  - - - - - - - 

Institute for Housing and Urban Development Studies 2.624 - - - - - - - - - - - -  2.624  - - - - - - - 

Institute of Social Studies 9.463 - - - - - - - - 9.463 - - -  -  - - - - - - - 

                        

Working condition funds 5.130 1.701 20 54 77 42 45 21 6 - 10 47 9  3.098  1 1 2 3 1 2 - 

Legal obligations arrangements 5.773 1.853 - - - - - - - - - - -  3.920  - - - - - - - 

Strategic Innovation Budget 15.002 - - - - - - - - - - - -  15.002  - - - - - - - 

HoKa 17.237 1.633 358 2.376 2.018 1.885 1.567 518 266 - - 5.288 -  1.328  - - - - - - - 

Influx, flow through and well-being - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -  - - - - - - - 

Extra support in class - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -  - - - - - - - 

SEO 2.481 1.883 - - - - - - - - 185 - -  413  - - - - - - 185 

Additional provisions EUC 1.656 - - - - - - - - - - - -  1.656  - - - - - - - 

Housing budget (see table 3) 29.099 16.175 - - - - - - - - 12.924 - -  -  - - 12.924 - - - - 

Major depreciation and depreciation 22.530 - - - - - - - - - 22.530 - -  -  - - 22.530 - - - - 

Specific allocations & other costs (see table 3) 31.648 10.870 - - 160 - 60 - - 1.803 5.834 3.656 120  9.145  291 65 294 4.014 - 1.170 - 

Tuition fees (institutional) 15.815 - - - - - - - - - - - -  15.815  - - - - - - - 

Interest compensation (units) - - - - - - - - - - - 40 - -40 -  - - - - - - - 

Subtotal other allocations 146.371 34.115 378 2.430 2.255 1.927 1.672 539 272 1.803 41.483 9.031 129 -40 50.377  292 66 35.750 4.017 1 1.172 185 

                        

Compulsory settlements (see table 4) -2 -468 -885 -1.398 -1.793 -1.350 -1.539 -554 -219 -164 6.721 -21 876 - 792  1.285 3.173 -102 -122 -38 2.539 -14 

Fixed settlements (see table 5) -5 -1.384 -545 -1.692 -2.344 -895 -1.150 -549 -109 -32 6.872 180 1.643 - -  64 644 434 4.929 588 266 -53 

Budget cuts -10.592 -2.237 -513 -1.253 -2.071 -1.178 -1.036 -446 -105 - -1.437 -44 -272 - -  -4 30 -144 -773 -176 -370 - 

Subtotal target -10.599 -4.089 -1.943 -4.343 -6.208 -3.423 -3.725 -1.549 -433 -196 12.156 115 2.247 - 792  1.345 3.847 188 4.034 374 2.435 -67 

                        

Total allocated resources 2023 565.786 107.010 10.820 29.939 42.189 22.936 29.508 11.532 3.453 11.070 87.097 18.974 11.202 4.372 175.684  4.503 6.310 39.781 23.556 2.334 8.379 2.234 
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Table 2c: Allocation 2024 (in k€) 

 
Total 

Faculties Support Services 
Central 

 Professional Services (PRO) 

 Er.MC ESHPM ESE RSM EU ESL ESSB ESHCC ESPhil ISS PRO Staff UL NTV  M&C HR REF IT FIN E&S ERS 

Performance-based allocation model 286.202 70.145 12.766 30.311 45.845 24.001 33.826 12.914 3.532 - 25.843 9.016 8.585 9.418 -  2.825 2.254 3.754 9.678 1.940 4.683 709 

EUC - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - 

Nanobiology 1.629 1.629 - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - 

Clinical Technology 2.361 2.361 - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - 

Variation provision/travel expenses 1.506 483 35 188 226 114 132 60 15 - 178 26 49 - -  16 32 47 44 - 39 - 

m2/student influx/other parameters 20.232 - - - - - - - - - 1.743 512 125 - 17.852  -4 85 - 262 - - 1.400 

Additional costs IT/AV/Basis IT 8.120 - - - - - - - - - 5.620 - - - 2.500  - - - 5.620 - - - 

Central HRM policy funds (CMP) 2.458 420 54 146 208 112 119 56 17 - - - - - 1.326  - - - - - - - 

Local HRM policy funds (DMP) 5.904 1.895 243 658 938 507 539 252 75 - 374 317 106 - -  43 36 59 125 29 72 10 

Subtotal model-based allocations 328.412 76.933 13.098 31.303 47.217 24.734 34.616 13.282 3.639 - 33.758 9.871 8.865 9.418 21.678  2.880 2.407 3.860 15.729 1.969 4.794 2.119 

                        

Academic Hospital funds 100.331 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100.331  - - - - - - - 

Institute for Housing and Urban Development Studies 2.624 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2.624  - - - - - - - 

Institute of Social Studies 9.463 - - - - - - - - 9.463 - - - - -  - - - - - - - 

                        

Working condition funds 5.315 1.799 21 56 79 43 46 21 6 - 10 47 9 - 3.178  1 1 2 3 1 2 - 

Legal obligations arrangements 5.920 1.900 - - - - - - - - - - - - 4.020  - - - - - - - 

Strategic Innovation Budget 15.003 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 15.003  - - - - - - - 

HoKa 19.456 1.633 358 2.376 2.018 1.885 1.567 518 266 - - 3.969 - - 4.866  - - - - - - - 

Influx, flow through and well-being - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - 

Extra support in class - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - 

SEO 2.481 1.883 - - - - - - - - 185 - - - 413  - - - - - - 185 

Additional provisions EUC 1.527 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.527  - - - - - - - 

Housing budget (see table 3) 29.335 16.411 - - - - - - - - 12.924 - - - -  - - 12.924 - - - - 

Major depreciation and depreciation 21.074 - - - - - - - - - 21.074 - - - -  - - 21.074 - - - - 

Specific allocations & other costs (see table 3) 30.734 10.870 - - -588 - 60 - - 1.803 5.834 3.556 120 - 9.079  291 65 294 4.014 - 1.170 - 

Tuition fees (institutional) 16.398 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 16.398  - - - - - - - 

Interest compensation (units) - - - - - - - - - - - 40 - -40 -  - - - - - - - 

Subtotal other allocations 147.243 34.496 379 2.432 1.509 1.928 1.673 539 272 1.803 40.027 7.612 129 -40 54.484  292 66 34.294 4.017 1 1.172 185 

                        

Compulsory settlements (see table 4) -2 -468 -885 -1.398 -1.793 -1.350 -1.539 -554 -219 -164 6.721 -21 876 - 792  1.285 3.173 -102 -122 -38 2.539 -14 

Fixed settlements (see table 5) -5 -1.384 -545 -1.692 -2.344 -895 -1.150 -549 -109 -32 6.872 180 1.643 - -  64 644 434 4.929 588 266 -53 

Budget cuts -10.592 -2.237 -513 -1.253 -2.071 -1.178 -1.036 -446 -105 - -1.437 -44 -272 - -  -4 30 -144 -773 -176 -370 - 

Subtotal target -10.599 -4.089 -1.943 -4.343 -6.208 -3.423 -3.725 -1.549 -433 -196 12.156 115 2.247 - 792  1.345 3.847 188 4.034 374 2.435 -67 

                        

Total allocated resources 2024 577.474 107.340 11.534 29.392 42.518 23.239 32.564 12.272 3.478 11.070 85.941 17.598 11.241 9.378 179.909  4.517 6.320 38.342 23.780 2.344 8.401 2.237 
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Table 2d: Allocation 2025 (in k€) 

 
Total 

Faculties Support Services 
Central 

 Professional Services (PRO) 

 Er.MC ESHPM ESE RSM EU ESL ESSB ESHCC ESPhil ISS PRO Staff UL NTV  M&C HR REF IT FIN E&S ERS 

Performance-based allocation model 292.867 70.775 13.016 30.182 46.745 25.045 35.893 13.486 3.770 - 25.883 9.156 8.743 10.173 -  2.877 2.316 3.850 9.376 1.964 4.783 717 

EUC - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - 

Nanobiology 1.812 1.812 - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - 

Clinical Technology 2.470 2.470 - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - 

Variation provision/travel expenses - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - 

m2/student influx/other parameters 19.872 - - - - - - - - - 1.743 512 125 - 17.492  -4 85 - 262 - - 1.400 

Additional costs IT/AV/Basis IT 8.120 - - - - - - - - - 5.620 - - - 2.500  - - - 5.620 - - - 

Central HRM policy funds (CMP) 2.458 420 54 146 208 112 119 56 17 - - - - - 1.326  - - - - - - - 

Local HRM policy funds (DMP) 5.999 1.930 247 671 956 516 549 257 76 - 374 317 106 - -  43 36 59 125 29 72 10 

Subtotal model-based allocations 333.598 77.407 13.317 30.999 47.909 25.673 36.561 13.799 3.863 - 33.620 9.985 8.974 10.173 21.318  2.916 2.437 3.909 15.383 1.993 4.855 2.127 

                        

Academic Hospital funds 100.331 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100.331  - - - - - - - 

Institute for Housing and Urban Development Studies 2.624 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2.624  - - - - - - - 

Institute of Social Studies 9.463 - - - - - - - - 9.463 - - - - -  - - - - - - - 

                        

Working condition funds 5.430 1.850 21 57 81 44 46 22 6 - 10 47 9 - 3.237  1 1 2 3 1 2 - 

Legal obligations arrangements 6.031 1.936 - - - - - - - - - - - - 4.095  - - - - - - - 

Strategic Innovation Budget 15.002 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 15.002  - - - - - - - 

HoKa 20.975 1.633 358 2.376 2.018 1.885 1.567 518 266 - - 3.969 - - 6.385  - - - - - - - 

Influx, flow through and well-being - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - 

Extra support in class - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - 

SEO 2.481 1.883 - - - - - - - - 185 - - - 413  - - - - - - 185 

Additional provisions EUC 1.533 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.533  - - - - - - - 

Housing budget (see table 3) 29.570 16.646 - - - - - - - - 12.924 - - - -  - - 12.924 - - - - 

Major depreciation and depreciation 22.291 - - - - - - - - - 22.291 - - - -  - - 22.291 - - - - 

Specific allocations & other costs (see table 3) 31.322 10.870 - - - - 60 - - 1.803 5.834 3.556 120 - 9.079  291 65 294 4.014 - 1.170 - 

Tuition fees (institutional) 16.992 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 16.992  - - - - - - - 

Interest compensation (units) - - - - - - - - - - - 40 - -40 -  - - - - - - - 

Subtotal other allocations 151.627 34.818 379 2.433 2.099 1.929 1.673 540 272 1.803 41.244 7.612 129 -40 56.736  292 66 35.511 4.017 1 1.172 185 

                        

Compulsory settlements (see table 4) -2 -468 -885 -1.398 -1.793 -1.350 -1.539 -554 -219 -164 6.721 -21 876 - 792  1.285 3.173 -102 -122 -38 2.539 -14 

Fixed settlements (see table 5) -5 -1.384 -545 -1.692 -2.344 -895 -1.150 -549 -109 -32 6.872 180 1.643 - -  64 644 434 4.929 588 266 -53 

Budget cuts -10.592 -2.237 -513 -1.253 -2.071 -1.178 -1.036 -446 -105 - -1.437 -44 -272 - -  -4 30 -144 -773 -176 -370 - 

Subtotal target -10.599 -4.089 -1.943 -4.343 -6.208 -3.423 -3.725 -1.549 -433 -196 12.156 115 2.247 - 792  1.345 3.847 188 4.034 374 2.435 -67 

                        

Total allocated resources 2025 587.044 108.136 11.753 29.089 43.800 24.179 34.509 12.790 3.702 11.070 87.020 17.712 11.350 10.133 181.801  4.553 6.350 39.608 23.434 2.368 8.462 2.245 
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Table 3: Specific allocations, housing and other central costs EUR (in k€) 

   Budget 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 
 

           

SPECIFIC TRANSFERS Erasmus MC 
      

 Housing budget Hoboken   15.037  15.940  16.175  16.411  16.646  

 Numerus fixus Medicine  10.646  10.646  10.646  10.646  10.646  

 Selection costs  67  67  67  67  67  

 Clinical Technology  437 284  66  -   -   

 Fundamental biomedical research  2000 - - - - 

 Insurance premiums Erasmus MC  65  65  65  65  65  

 Costs of replacing EURnet  92  92  92  92  92  

        

HOUSING BUDGET WOUDESTEIN  12.450  12.924  12.924  12.924  12.924  

        

CENTRAL OTHER COSTS EUR       

Students       

 Students Support Fund  1.788  1.788  1.788  1.788  1.788  

 Grant Erasmus Sport (incl. sport building)  1.048  1.248  1.448  1.448  1.448  

 Student facility grants e.g. St. Generale  275  275  275  275  275  

       

Staff       

 Anti-smoking policy + ARBO + Erasmus Vitaal + Young@EUR  65 65 65 65 65 

 Young Erasmus Researchers  50 50 50 50 50 

        

General costs       

 Contributions (VSNU, Surf, OCLC, Surfnet Gigaport, Medical Delta) 2.613 2.613 2.513 2.413 2.413 

 Digital Learning Platform/Blackboard  207 207 207 207 207 

 Additional central licence fees  3.699 3.683 3.683 3.683 3.683 

 NVAO-assessments costs  600 200 200 200 200 

 Insurance premiums EUR-Woudestein  153 153 153 153 153 

 Legal advice costs  300 300 300 300 300 

 Board compensations   1.320 1.320 1.320 1.320 1.320 

 Student Influx Monitor & International Student Barometer  11 11 11 11 11 

 Benchmark/monitoring  50 50 50 50 50 

 Policy budget education  100 100 100 100 100 

        

Events       

 Ceremonies e.g. Dies  250  250  250  250  250  

 Management costs policy latitude  250  250  250  250  250  

 Lustrum  100  100  100  100  100  

 Mandeville, Science&Technology Week, Saint Nicolas,Talent Day, Heart Beat 126 126 126 126 126 

 Erasmus Gallery  24 24 24 24 24 

        

Communication       

 Corporate Publications & Fraud and Plagiarism Campaign  51 51 51 51 51 

        

Specific allocations       

 Women Studies & Chair Emancipation  60  60  60  60  60  

 LDE  800 800  800  800  800  

 LDE minor exchange  156 156  156  156  156  

 LDE trainee programme central costs  100 100 100 100 100 

 Comenius grants  52 - - - - 

 Sustainable Humanities  505  506  506  506  506  

 Sectorplans SSH  2.399  2.399  2.399  2.399  2.399  

 ISS rooftile construction  321  102  -   -   -   

 ISS dissertations  2.138  1.916  1.803  1.803  1.803  

 PTO Business Administration research  498  423  160  12  -   

 Prefinancing growth students  1.500 -600 - -600 - 

 CLI programme support  759  759  759  759  759  

 Erasmus Honours Academy and Programme  674  674  185  185  185  

 Nias-Fellows/Scholars at risk/Courses refugees  167  167  167  167  167  

        

Infrastructure       

 Costs of replacement EURnet  194  194  194  194  194  

 Housing for international guests  300  300  300  300  300  

 G-building costs work&studies spaces  159  159  159  159  159  

        

TOTAL COSTS  64.656  60.997  60.747  60.069  60.892  
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Table 4: Compulsory settlements 2022 (in k€) 

  Faculties Support Services 
Central 

  Professional Services (PRO) 

 Er.MC ESHPM ESE RSM EU ESL ESSB ESHCC ESPhil ISS PRO ABD UL  M&C HR REF IT FIN E&S ERS 

O.I.S. -35 -14 -62 -71 -47 -53 -21 -8 - 392 -81 - -  - - - - - 392 - 

Cherc (China) -21 -8 -37 -42 -28 -31 -13 -5 - 185 - - -  - - - - - 185 - 

OSIRIS -71 -29 -125 -143 -96 -107 -43 -16 - 630 - - -  - - - - - 630 - 

Counselling referrals -18 -7 -31 -36 -24 -26 -11 -4 - 156 - - -  - - - - - 156 - 

International students -64 -26 -114 -130 -87 -97 -39 -15 - 571 - - -  - - - - - 571 - 

International students extra budget -49 -20 -88 -100 -67 -74 -30 -11 - 440 - - -  - - - - - 440 - 

Student services career advice -11 -4 -19 -22 -14 -16 -6 -2 - 95 - - -  - - - - - 95 - 

Online proctoring -22 -9 -40 -46 -30 -34 -14 -5 - 200 - - -  - - - - - 200 - 

Housing costs - -43 - - 52 179 170 78 - -436 - - -  - - -436 - - - - 

Pregnancy fund - -17 -35 -46 -32 -47 -17 -6 -11 210 - - -  - 210 - - - - - 

Participation law - -94 -194 -258 -182 -267 -95 -31 -61 1.271 -52 -37 -  -20 1.464 -39 -60 -19 -48 -7 

Arbo + WGA - -97 -200 -265 -187 -274 -97 -32 -62 1.305 -54 -38 -  -21 1.503 -40 -61 -19 -50 -7 

UL RePub -41 -5 -16 -23 -13 -14 -6 -2 - - - 120 -  - - - - - - - 

UL policy - -52 -154 -214 -122 -134 -56 -18 - - - 750 -  - - - - - - - 

Design &Printing - -44 -59 -147 -38 -16 -7 -1 -30 427 -81 -4 -  474 -4 -10 -1 - -32 - 

Education Marketing -136 -69 -136 -136 -136 -136 -69 -34 - 852 - - -  852 - - - - - - 

Overhead UL - -32 -3 - -26 -7 -10 -7 - - - 85 -  - - - - - - - 

Overhead ABD - -97 -8 - -77 -22 -29 -36 - - 269 - -  - - - - - - - 

Legal obligations - -136 -77 -70 -168 -161 -97 -61 - - -22 - 792  - - - - - - - 

TOTAL -468 -803 -1.398 -1.749 -1.322 -1.337 -490 -216 -164 6.298 -21 876 792  1.285 3.173 -525 -122 -38 2.539 -14 
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Table 5: Fixed settlements 2022 (in k€) 

 Faculties Support Services  Professional Services (PRO) 

 Er.MC ESHPM ESE RSM EU ESL ESSB ESHCC ESPhil ISS PRO ABD UL  M&C HR REF IT FIN E&S ERS 

AV - -24 -73 -114 -81 -43 -22 -6 - 363 - -  - - - 363 - - - 

Security - - - - - - - - - 120 - -120  - - 120 - - - - 

Exams - -3 -29 -30 -22 -14 -6 -2 - 105 - -  - - - - - 105 - 

Financial Services - -57 -142 -178 -71 -122 -75 - - 676 - -31  - - - - 726 - -50 

HR - -100 -265 - - -210 -76 -17 - 667 - -  - 667 - - - - - 

IT - -242 -797 -1.546 -390 -327 -240 - - 3.543 - -  - - - 3.543 - - - 

Study landscape - - - - - -106 - - - 106 - -  - - - 106 - - - 

Procurement - -24 -50 -67 -47 -69 -24 -8 -16 329 -14 -9  -5 -7 376 -15 -5 -13 -2 

Licence - - -2 -14 -6 -7 - -2 - 30 - -  - - - - - 30 - 

MFP - -21 -65 -75 -54 -35 -17 -5 - 293 -16 -6  -8 -5 -23 349 -5 -15 - 

Minors -30 -6 -31 -31 -31 -36 -10 -2 - 176 - -  - - - - - 176 - 

Caretaker (Pedel) -62 -2 -4 -3 -5 -6 -2 -1 - 84 - -  84 - - - - - - 

Porti - -9 -18 -24 -17 -25 -9 -3 -6 116 -5 -3  -2 -3 134 -6 -2 -4 -1 

Sin-online -20 - -36 -43 -27 -18 -8 -14 - 185 -18 -  - - - 185 - - - 

System manager - - - - - - - -26 - 34 -7 -  - - - 34 - - - 

Telephony - -34 -45 -88 -41 -44 -24 -7 - 300 -15 -2  -5 -8 -38 370 -6 -13 - 

Medical library -1.200 - - - - - - - - - - 1.200  - - - - - - - 

Reader rights -44 -14 -83 -80 -63 -54 -22 -10 -6 - - 376  - - - - - - - 

Repro rights -28 -9 -52 -51 -40 -34 -14 -6 -4 - - 238  - - - - - - - 

Cashing fees 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -120 120 0  0 0 0 0 -120 0 0 

Parking 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -135 135 0  0 0 -135 0 0 0 0 

TOTAL -1384 -545 -1692 -2344 -895 -1150 -549 -109 -32 6872 180 1.643  64 644 434 4929 588 266 -53 
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Table 6: Difference Framework 2022 and Budget Plan 2021 

EP2022: B2022 Er.MC ESHPM ESE RSM EU ESL ESSB ESHCC ESPhil ISS PRO ABD UL 
Total 
units 

Others Total 

Model-based allocations 76.695 11.602 31.443 44.806 24.211 29.458 12.043 3.598 - 36.092 8.728 8.547 287.223 20.043 307.266 

Academic Hospital funds - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100.331 100.331 

IHS - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2.624 2.624 

ISS - - - - - - - - 9.463 - - - 9.463 - 9.463 

Working condition funds 1.645 20 53 76 41 44 20 6 - 10 47 9 1.971 3.047 5.018 

Legal obligations arrangements 1.822 - - - - - - - - - - - 1.822 3.855 5.677 

Strategic Innovation Budget - - - - - - - - - - - - - 15.002 15.002 

HoKa 1.547 340 2.251 1.911 1.786 1.484 490 251 - - 5.672 - 15.732 594 16.326 

Influx, flow through and well-being 577 82 238 333 191 165 87 29 - - 466 - 2.168 - 2.168 

SEO 1.883 - - - - - - - - 185 - - 2.068 413 2.481 

Additional pre-funding EUC - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.690 1.690 

Housing budget (see table 5) 15.940 - - - - - - - - 12.924 - - 28.864 - 28.864 

Major maintenance + depreciation - - - - - - - - - 22.367 - - 22.367 - 22.367 

Other costs EUR (see table 5) 10.870 - - -177 - 60 - - 2.018 5.834 4.245 120 22.970 9.163 32.133 

Tuition fees (institutional, pto) - - - - - - - - - - - - - 15.143 15.143 

Interest compensation (units) - - - - - - - - - -40 40 - - - - 

EUR Fellows - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Compulsory settlements -468 -885 -1.398 -1.793 -1.350 -1.539 -554 -219 -164 6.721 -21 876 -794 792 -2 

Fixed settlements -1.384 -545 -1.692 -2.344 -895 -1.150 -549 -109 -32 6.872 180 1.643 -5 - -5 

Budget Cuts -2.237 -513 -1.253 -2.071 -1.178 -1.036 -446 -105 - -1.437 -44 -272 -10.592 - -10.592 

TOTAL 106.890 10.101 29.642 40.741 22.806 27.486 11.091 3.451 11.285 89.528 19.313 10.923 383.257 172.697 555.954 

 

Budget Plan 2021: B2022 Er.MC ESHPM ESE RSM EU ESL ESSB ESHCC ESPhil ISS PRO ABD UL 
Total 
units 

Others Total 

Model-based allocations 74.091 10.488 29.342 40.765 24.245 27.769 11.032 3.660 - 31.692 8.187 8.196 269.468 11.644 281.112 

Academic Hospital funds - - - - - - - - - - - - - 96.454 96.454 

IHS - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2.624 2.624 

ISS - - - - - - - - 9.463 - - - 9.463 - 9.463 

Working condition funds 1.487 17 47 65 39 45 18 6 - - 47 9 1.780 2.747 4.527 

Legal obligations arrangements 1.642 - - - - - - - - - - - 1.642 3.473 5.115 

Strategic Innovation Budget - - - - - - - - - - - - - 15.000 15.000 

HoKa 1.547 340 2.251 1.911 1.786 1.484 490 251 - - 5.672 - 15.732 412 16.144 

Influx, flow through and well-being - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

SEO 1.883 - - - - - - - - 185 - - 2.068 414 2.482 

Additional pre-funding EUC - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2.967 2.967 

Housing budget (see table 5) 15.259 - - - - - - - - 12.450 - - 27.709 - 27.709 

Major maintenance + depreciation - - - - - - - - - 22.106 - - 22.106 - 22.106 

Other costs EUR (see table 5) 10.870 - - -77 - 60 - - 1.919 5.733 4.219 120 22.844 9.189 32.033 

Tuition fees (institutional, pto) - - - - - - - - - - - - - 13.889 13.889 

Interest compensation (units) - - - - - - - - - -40 40 - - - - 

EUR Fellows 129 -20 -57 -47 30 -26 -21 54 - - - - 42 363 405 

Compulsory settlements -373 -710 -1.149 -1.444 -957 -992 -331 -146 -156 5.511 -94 841 - - - 

Fixed settlements -1.371 -542 -1.717 -2.361 -889 -1.122 -550 -107 -31 6.884 184 1.622 - - - 

Budget Cuts -2.237 -513 -1.253 -2.071 -1.178 -1.036 -446 -105 - -1.437 -44 -272 -10.592 - -10.592 

TOTAL 102.927 9.060 27.464 36.741 23.076 26.182 10.192 3.613 11.195 83.084 18.211 10.516 362.262 159.175 521.437 

 

EP2022-BP2021 Er.MC ESHPM ESE RSM EU ESL ESSB ESHCC ESPhil ISS PRO ABD UL 
Total 
units 

Others Total 

Model-based allocations 2.604 1.114 2.101 4.041 -34 1.689 1.011 -62 - 4.400 541 351 17.755 8.399 26.154 

Academic Hospital funds - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3.877 3.877 

IHS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

ISS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Working condition funds 158 3 6 11 2 -1 2 - - 10 - - 191 300 491 

Legal obligations arrangements 180 - - - - - - - - - - - 180 382 562 

Strategic Innovation Budget - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 2 

HoKa - - - - - - - - - - - - - 182 182 

Influx, flow through and well-being 577 82 238 333 191 165 87 29 - - 466 - 2.168 - 2.168 

SEO - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1 -1 

Additional pre-funding EUC - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1.277 -1.277 

Housing budget (see table 5) 681 - - - - - - - - 474 - - 1.155 - 1.155 

Major maintenance + depreciation - - - - - - - - - 261 - - 261 - 261 

Other costs EUR (see table 5) - - - -100 - - - - 99 101 26 - 126 -26 100 

Tuition fees (institutional, pto) - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.254 1.254 

Interest compensation (units) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

EUR Fellows -129 20 57 47 -30 26 21 -54 - - - - -42 -363 -405 

Compulsory settlements -95 -175 -249 -349 -393 -547 -223 -73 -8 1.210 73 35 -794 792 -2 

Fixed settlements -13 -3 25 17 -6 -28 1 -2 -1 -12 -4 21 -5 - -5 

Budget Cuts - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

TOTAL 3.963 1.041 2.178 4.000 -270 1.304 899 -162 90 6.444 1.102 407 20.995 13.522 34.517 
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C.3. NOTES ON ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES (appendix C2 – table 2) 

1. Model-based allocation 

Performance-based allocation model 
The performance-based allocation model relates to the faculty performance and the allocation for the 
support services. The performance-based allocation model is explained in Appendix D. 
Expected compensation for wage adjustments. In the Erasmus Perspective 2022, the wage 
compensation is incorporated in the rates of the performance-based allocation model. 
 
Performance non-model education programmes: EUC; Nanobiology; Clinical Technology 
The performance of the non-model education programmes (in particular, influx and diplomas) is 
calculated conform the former performance-based model. 
 
Variation provision/travel expenses 
The variation provision contains funds for the faculties to finance the travel expenses of staff employed 
in the first money stream. 
 
m2/student influx/other parameters 
Under the heading m2/student influx/other parameters, resources are reserved to cover for any 
(unforeseen) budget changes. This includes for example the recount of the first-year students. Some 
estimated structural costs arising from finished strategic projects have also been reserved under the 
heading m2/student influx/other parameters. As from 2022 a provision of M€ 1 per year for a structural 
unit research support is taken in account. 
Resources are reserved to cover for any (unforeseen) budget changes or for expected more expenses. 
A part of the resources will be allocated to the new alumni office and new endowment campaign. 
Yearly a reservation is made of M€ 5.5 for fit for future initiatives. These initiatives include:  
• strengthening support in the tender process to ensure legality M€ 0.5; 
• strengthen the (financial) basis of our core IT-systems M€ 3.0; 
• ensuring a proper support organization for initiatives like Cultuurcampus M€ 1.0; 
• invest in our basic financial processes to be more ‘in control’ M€ 1.0, (only in 2022). 
 
Allocation costs IT/AV/Basis IT 
Resources are reserved to cover for costs arising from IT and AV planned investments projects 
(Datacentre, Backup and storage, LCM, upgrade of applications, replacing network switches, digital 
workplace for scientists and AV investments). 
 
In the next years a digital master plan, will be executed. In total, M€ 5 a year is reserved for the 
masterplan IT (M€ 2.5 within the strategic innovation budget). While a lot of projects will be executed 
by the IT department, additional costs IT are reserved separate.  
 
HRM policy fund 
A part of the budget will be used for the implementation of the diversity programme.  
The diversity policy focuses on 3 pillars: Gender, Education & Students and Research. The central 
diversity funds will be used for the following campaigns: 
 Awareness and support: The Diversity Steering Group, the Erasmus Network of Female Professors, 

International Women’s Day. 
 Focus on career development: Assistant professor mentoring programme, workshops and master 

classes for PhD’s, WO/WD intervision groups, a buddy system and training courses for managers. 
 Support: coordination and implementation of the above measures and the policy by Academic 

Affairs.  
 
As from 2018, the development budget for the HR strategy agenda has been increased. A support unit 
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for the implementation of the new regulations regarding the Participation Law has been installed. 
Other initiatives are work pressure reduction, internationalisation, vitality etc. 
 
Local HRM policy fund 
Funds for HR costs which are distributed across the organisational departments on the basis of the 
performance-based allocation model. 
 
2. Other allocations 

Working condition fund 
Each year, agreements are made with EUROPA regarding the earmarking of the remaining central 
working conditions fund (e.g. Dies bonus, Christmas hamper, employee mobility and education 
programme). In proportion to the performance-based allocation model, k€ 291 has been allocated 
across the Woudestein faculties (e.g. for parental leave and internet compensation).  
 
Legal obligation arrangements 
EUR bears the risk for the (enhanced) unemployment benefits (WNU/BWNU). The institution’s internal 
policy stipulates that these costs are largely within central expenses. Faculties pay a relatively small 
contribution. 
 
Strategic innovation budget 
The Strategic Innovation Budget is primarily aimed at stimulating/supporting strategic initiatives during 
a start-up period. In due course, the strategic choices should be embedded in the organisation, at 
which point the incentive concerned can/must be removed. 
 
The Strategic Innovation Budget is meant for: 
- boosting and supporting the implementation of the strategy (pillars/goals/outlined projects); 
- initiatives that are inherently strategic: development/innovation; 
- initiatives that transcend schools and disciplines (‘EUR breed’); 
- initiatives that have a timeline for a specific period (incidental), with assurance that the initiatives 

can remain after strategic period without funding from the Strategic Innovation Budget. 
 
HoKa 
The Government Grant related to the revenues from the Student Grant Advance Act is updated. The 
coming years the HoKa means will increase. 
 Structural funds have already been allocated to the faculties. Faculties are invited to increase their 

investments. 
 M€ 2 is set aside for an innovation fund to finance faculty exceeding projects via the Education 

Hub.  
 Further central plans are ErasmusX, project Well-being and Erasmus at a Core.  
 
Influx, flow through and well-being 
For the year 2022 a budget is available based on the National Program Education.  
 
SEO 
As from 2015, the Ministry of Education, Culture and Science (EDS) has made additional funding 
available, the so-called SEO funding, for the efforts made by publicly funded knowledge institutions to 
acquire European resources (based on concluded contracts) in the context of Horizon 2020. The 
allowance, which is administered by NWO through indirect funding, amounts to 9% of the funds 
obtained. The final round of the SEO scheme is the 2019 round, which will be paid in the summer of 
2019. 
 
From funding year 2020, the SEO resources will be structurally transferred to direct funding 
(government grant). This is intended to slightly reduce the matching pressure and to bring more 
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stability to the funding. The share of the EUR in the SEO scheme is M€ 2.41 annually in the period 
2020-2024, from which M€ 1.86 is allocated to Erasmus MC, k€ 8.3 to IHS and k€ 185.0 to ERS. 
 
Additional provisions EUC (Erasmus University College) 
EUC has been embedded in the ESSB since 2015. With the embedding within the faculty, it has been 
decided to fund the programme like any other, i.e. in accordance with the performance-based 
allocation model. The EUC performance funding is based on the OCW price for education 
performance (national allocation model). The programme will also receive a fixed budget for 
education. No basic funding will be provided for research. EUC will also receive the non-statutory 
portion of the tuition fees. 
Furthermore, we have agreed to cover EUC’s initial deficits up to a predefined level. EUC also received 
a total sum of M€ 9.3 from the Strategic Innovation Budget during several years. Any remaining 
shortfall will have to be covered by sponsorship2 and other resources. Since supplementary funding 
through sponsorship lags behind expenses, a mismatch between revenues and expenditure will occur 
over time. This will result in EUC drawing more from the general funds for a number of years. 
In addition to the standard funding of the initial deficit, EUC will also receive special additional advance 
funding of M€ 10 from the Executive Board. The programme has to repay this sum (over a period of 40 
years). 
 
Housing budget 
The budget of the support services includes costs for maintenance and depreciations of the current 
Woudestein buildings. From 2021 on, extra budget is reserved for the new Sports Building, the 
Education Building and for sustainable investments. 
 
Major depreciation and depreciation 
The reserves for major maintenance and depreciations are updated annually in accordance with the 
most recent investment plans. 
 
Specific allocations & other costs 
See appendix C4 for the detailed explanation. 
 
Tuition fees (institutional) 
Reserves for the internal allocation of PTO student tuition fees and of non-statutory tuition fees 
(allocation based on enrolled non-EER students and graduates from university of applied sciences 
who have paid an institutional fee. 
 
Interest compensation 
The basis for the interest allocation is the reserve in the annual financial report at the end of the 
budget year t-2 less the book value of the tangible fixed assets as stated in that annual report. 
 
3. Target 

Compulsory settlements 
See appendix C5 for the detailed explanation. 
 
Fixed settlements 
See appendix C6 for further explanation. 
 
Budget cuts 
EUR has been faced with reductions in the Government Funding, and an expected levelling off in the 
growth of student numbers. Consequently, retrenchments are necessary for EUR to achieve a 
balanced long-term forecast. The EUR-wide retrenchments have been passed on to the organisational 

 
2 The business case assumes a minimum of M€ 6 in sponsoring, of which the municipality of Rotterdam has guaranteed M€ 3. 
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departments through a budget reduction. As from 2018 the budget cut of USC has been reduced with 
k€ 900. This is required to support the organisational development of the USC in line with the EUR-
wide improvement plan for support staff.  
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C.4. EXPLANATION OF SPECIFIC ALLOCATIONS, HOUSING & OTHER EUR 
CENTRAL COSTS (appendix C2, table 3) 

 

1. Specific transfers Erasmus MC 
 

Specific Erasmus MC transfers 
Based on the agreements made during the disentanglement, the Erasmus MC receives sums to cover 
the costs of housing and insurance policies as well as compensation for the costs of replacing the 
EURnet and the costs of a higher intake of first-year students and the ‘housing’ calculating 
component. From 2019 and beyond Erasmus University is willing to contribute to the increasing 
housing costs of Erasmus MC. The amount in 2019 of M€ 3 will yearly adjusted with € 219,776 and the 
OCW price indexation, until a structural yearly maximum of M€ 4.6 extra is reached. 
For the intake quota for the Medicine programme, the Erasmus MC receives Government funding to 
cover selection costs. 
Also, for the start-up financing of the joint bachelor and master’s degree in clinical technology, a total 
of M€ 3.3 has been committed (till 2023). 
 
2. Housing budget Woudestein 

 
See an explanation of the housing model in Appendix E. 
 
3. Other central EUR costs 
 
3.1. Students 
Students Support Fund 
This relates to the costs of grants allocated to students with an administrative body membership, 
graduation compensations, etc. 
The following may be grounds for awarding financial assistance to students: 
1. illness and other situations beyond a student’s control; 
2. administrative duties; 
3. membership of a participation body or programme committee; 
4. excellence; 
5. community activities or top-level athletics. 
The costs of Excellent Scholarships and Holland Scholarships will also be covered by the Students 
Support Fund. 
 
Grant Erasmus Sport  
The basic grant for Erasmus Sport amounts to k€ 812. In 2017 the basis grant is indexed. An additional 
amount of k€ 62 is reserved to cover for investments the coming years. Up till 2020, the director of 
Erasmus Sport received k€ 38 extra income for advising about campus and sustainable projects. 
Precautionary, the same amount for the advice is reserved in the next years. When a new sport 
Building is realised, the basic grant of Erasmus Sport will be increased by k€ 300 to cover extra 
housing costs. 
 
Student facility grants 
This concerns grants awarded to SG Erasmus, KasEUR, Eureka commission and carillon player, etc. 
The reserved sum of k€ 275 includes the maximum guarantees to KasEUR (k€ 20), Eureka-week (k€ 
100) and Science and Culture (k€ 41). 
 
3.2. Staff 
Anti-smoking policy + ARBO + Erasmus Vitaal + Young@EUR 
From 2000 until 2020, an amount of k€ 34 has been reserved each year for the anti-smoking policy 
(abri’s). k€ 30 is set aside for costs related to occupational health and safety adaptations. Since 2013, 
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we have reserved k€ 25 to cover the costs of the Erasmus Vitaal university-wide programme. The 
yearly subsidy for the activities of Young@EUR is maximum k€ 10 during the period 2019-2024. 
 
Young Erasmus Researchers 
The Young Erasmus Academy (YEA) engages in several activities in three of its target areas: creating 
societal impact, providing academic policy advice, and encouraging interdisciplinary research. For 
their projects an annual budget is reserved. 
 
3.3. General costs 
Contributions 
Item to cover among others the VSNU contribution, Surf collaboration costs, Surfnet costs, OCLC 
contribution, Academic Transfer contribution, “Studielink” operating contribution and accounting 
costs.  
For Medical Delta, the annual contribution is k€ 200 per year per partner. Until 2024 a joint research 
programme will be active.  
 
Digital Learning Platform/Blackboard 
This concerns a reserve for the structural costs of the exam processing system and Blackboard. The 
structural licence costs k€ 125 are moved to the category additional central licence fees. 
 
Additional central licence fees 
Additional resources are required to cover campus licence fees (Business Objects XI, OS Commerce, 
Promas, Document Management, Identity & Access, SuccessFactors) and the licence fees concerning 
the new Learning Management System. 
 
NVAO assessments costs 
The following costs concerning education are covered by Executive Board: 
 The costs of the accreditation process for initial master programmes, except for stand-alone 

master programmes;  
 The cost of re-accreditation of bachelor programmes with one regular master per bachelor; 
 The costs of accreditation and re-accreditation of research masters. 
 
Insurance premiums EUR Woudestein 
This concerns the costs of insurance against damage to structures, third-party liability and executive 
manager liability. The amount included under this item excludes the portion of the insurance 
premiums that we charge to external parties such as the Holding, Erasmus Sport and the 
Rotterdamsch Leeskabinet.  
 
Legal advice costs 
Costs connected with appeal proceedings, attendance fees for student members, external chairs and 
members of the Examination Appeals Board and the Complaints Advisory Committee. This also covers 
the costs for the external expert of the sexual intimidation, aggression and violence complaints 
committee. This item also covers the costs connected with patent applications and the E-recognition 
management module.  
 
Board compensations 
This item covers the compensation scheme for the members of the University Council and EUROPA, 
Internal Ethical Review Boards etc. as well as the attendance fees for the Supervisory Board and the 
additional salaries costs incurred by deans. The latter costs concern the dean’s allowance, allowance 
for representation expenses and any special payments awarded by the Executive Board.  
 
Student Influx Monitor and International Student Barometer 
For the structural costs of the international student Barometer an amount of k€ 11 has been set aside. 
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Benchmark/ monitoring  
This concerns a reserve for the costs of a variety of monitoring systems and/or benchmarks. 
 
Policy budget education 
The RISBO education expertise centre is mainly engaged in the activities related to this policy budget. 
Per year k€ 100 is reserved for the implementation of the quality education plan. It concerns the 
development and implementation of a research agenda into quality and study success of EUR’s 
programmes which combines current and new initiatives which increase our understanding of 
effective higher education. 
 
3.4. Events 
Ceremonies  
To cover the costs of the Official Opening of the Academic Year, the Dies ceremony and other events.  
 
Management costs policy latitude 
To cover the costs of reception of delegations and policy meetings. 
 
Lustrum 
We reserve k€ 100 per year for special activities during the anniversary celebrations.  
 
Science and Technology Week, Saint Nicolas Celebration and Talent Day, Heart Beat Festival 
These events are carried out under the responsibility of support service Marketing and 
Communication. The annual reservation for the Science and Technology Week k€ 18, while that for 
the St. Nicolas celebration and the Christmas and New Year’s celebration combined is k€ 26. We 
reserve k€ 22 for the Talent Day. For the organisation of the Heart Beat Festival k€ 60 is set aside. 
 
Erasmus Gallery 
Each year, an amount of k€ 24 is provided to PRO/RE&F for the art exhibitions in the Erasmus Gallery. 
 
3.5. Communication 
Corporate Publications and Fraud and Plagiarism Campaign 
An amount of k€ 26 is reserved to cover the costs of the annual report and for an English-language 
publication for international associates.  
An amount of k€ 25 is set aside each year for the fraud and plagiarism campaign in order to cover the 
leaflet production costs, website expenses and unanticipated expenditures. 
 
3.6. Specific allocations 
Women’s Studies and Emancipation chair 
An amount of k€ 60 is available for the coordination of Women’s Studies and for the Emancipation 
chair at the ESSB.  
 
LDE & LDE trainee programme central costs 
Funds have been reserved to finance LDE centres, themes and coordination costs. The LDE steering 
group decides which initiatives will be financed. The cooperation between the universities will be 
continued in the new strategic period. The reservations are according the LDE budget plan 2019-
2024. 
 
LDE minor exchange 
Faculties receive an amount per minor student coming from Delft and Leiden.  
 
Comenius Leadership Fellowship grants 
Some researchers receive a government grant for innovation projects concerning interdisciplinary 
education and research.  
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Sustainable Humanities 
The humanities faculties receive additional funds from OCW to improve their offering of programmes 
and courses, to resolve education and research bottlenecks, to stimulate emerging talent and to train 
current staff. 
 
Sector plans SSH 
The university has received additional funds for fundamental research (thematic law focus (ESL) and 
digital theme (coordinator ESSB). With the sector plans, the minister wants to increase the social 
impact of research and reduce the number of flexible contracts. Before 1 June 2020, the Minister will 
decide whether the research resources will be allocated unchanged for the second three-year period 
or whether the emphasis will be shifted in terms of content. After six years, before 1 June 2025, it will 
be decided based on a final evaluation of the Committee Social Science and Humanities (SSH) 
whether the funds will remain structurally available. 
 
ISS roof construction 
The coming years, a lot of MSO and Academic staff of ISS will retire. In order to accelerate strategic 
changes, ISS will receive additional funding from 2019 up to 2022. 
 
ISS dissertations 
For its dissertations conferrals, ISS receives the dissertation premium provided by OCW less a discount. 
This discount is based on the fixed funding as a result of the higher number of dissertations conferrals 
nationwide. 
 
PTO Business Administration research 
Since the 2011 budget year, RSM EU has received compensation for diploma-related research. This 
amount is based on the number of diplomas that meet the funding definition, multiplied by the 
relevant price for the budget year that the EUR performance-based allocation model uses for 
diploma-related research. This concerns a compensation that is not included in the performance-
based model.  
 
Prefinancing growth students 
The growth in student numbers at RSM EU in 2020/2021 was much higher than expected. Therefor 
RSM EU received a pre-funding in order to make the necessary investments to handle with this 
unexpected student growth. In the years 2022-2024 the prefinancing will be deducted from the initial 
budget. 
 
CLI programme support 
In the next years, the CLI department will coordinate new education innovation projects. The costs of 
these projects will be financed with the HoKa funds. 
 
Erasmus Honours Academy and programme 
These resources are reserved to stimulate faculties to improve excellence in education and for the 
costs of the Honours Academy itself. In the last few years, the Erasmus Honours Academy has been 
successfully set up as a network organisation which incorporates EUR’s honours programmes; both 
EUR-wide and faculty honours programmes. This reservation is intended to cover the expenses linked 
to the EUR wide honours programme provided by Erasmus Academy. 
 
NIAS Fellows/Scholars at risk/Courses refugees 
This reservation is used to compensate the faculties for the replacement costs of scholars who have 
been invited to attend the Netherlands Institute for Advanced Studies (NIAS).  
The aim of the Scholars at Risk project is to offer scientists who are at risk performing their work in 
their home countries a temporary and safe place at a Dutch university. The costs of membership of 
the Scholars at Risk Network are covered under the item contributions. The Scholars at Risk Network is 
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intended to visibly commit universities to the work of the UAF organisation as well as to contribute to 
the costs of the selection of work carried out at the headquarters in New York. UAF selects candidates 
from the database for placement in the Netherlands. 
Furthermore, resources are available for a preparatory course year for highly qualified refugees with 
official asylum status. 
 
3.7. Infrastructure 
Costs of replacement EURnet 
We finance the replacement costs (k€ 286) of the active components of the basic facility from the 
central reserve. Of this amount, k€ 92 is earmarked for the Erasmus MC (see specific Erasmus MC 
transfers). The costs of the floor space exceeding normal requirements are covered by the involved 
organisational departments.  
 
Housing for international guests 
An amount is reserved to cover the operating deficit incurred by housing for international guests. 
 
G Building costs work and studies spaces 
This item concerns the costs of managing the work and study spaces in Building G (k€ 159). 
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C.5. NOTES ON COMPULSORY SETTLEMENTS (appendix C2 – table 4) 

The compulsory settlements were established in order to create an efficient way of settling and setting 
off the various types of fixed costs. 
As from 2019, the amounts to be settled are initially deducted in advance from the model-based 
budget allocations.  
 
The support services must reach an agreement with the faculties on the scope and content of the 
service activities, as well as on the level of the settlement. In the event that the offered services 
package increase, either a supplementary budget will have to be made available or the client will have 
to decide which service (s)he no longer wishes to purchase. 
Although various settlements have become structural, the consequence of this is that the Support 
Services must give an account of the sums they spend and the services they provide. This is possible 
via the annual report. 
 
O.I.S. (formerly ICIR) and CHERC 
Tasks of O.I.S. (support for international students) include arranging the so-called accelerated 
procedure for obtaining visas and residence permits, regarding the legislative amendments to MOMI3. 
CHERC focuses particularly on China with the aim of attracting Chinese doctoral candidates and 
students to EUR.  
 
OSIRIS 
The faculties are committed to using the Osiris Student Information System and have signed an 
agreement for sharing the maintenance costs. The costs will be charged in proportion to the number 
of students enrolled at the various faculties (1 October student count). With respect to the Osiris cost 
estimate, it has been agreed with the faculty directors that an additional charge or refund will be 
calculated at the end of the year based on the actual costs incurred. 
 
Counselling and referrals  
Different services are offered to students free of charge and funded from this budget.  
For questions about student financial assistance, study length extension, unwanted attentions, 
studying with a handicap, studying as a top-level athlete, RSI (also known as CANS) or personal 
problems, students can turn to specialist staff of the Student Facility Department. If the university 
psychologists are unable to offer the student the help they require, they will be referred to other care 
provision services. 
 
Service provision to international students 
In 2010, a committee initiated a number of additional activities to improve services provided to 
international students, such as activities surrounding the arrival and reception of international students 
by, for example, organising a pick-up service, a formal welcome, Intensive Dutch Course and housing 
for internationals. The faculties have approved the committee’s proposals.  
The total amount of the CIS budget will be yearly adapted with the % growth of the student volume. 
 
Student counselling and career advice (formerly LABEUR) 
E&S’s activities comprise offering courses to students as well as individual career advice. For these 
activities, k€ 95 is charged on to the faculties based on the number of students enrolled (1 October 
student count).  
 
Online proctering 
Online proctoring is used for the supervision of examinations. The cost will be charged to the faculties.  
 

 
3 Modern Migration Policy Act 
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Housing costs 
The amount per organisational department is determined by the outcomes of the accommodation 
model. The charged amount is based on the annual difference between standard accommodation 
requirements and actual usage.  
 
Pregnancy fund 
Woudestein Faculties and ISS deposit k€ 210 to the pregnancy fund. Female researchers can apply to 
the fund for compensation for exemption from teaching duties after maternity leave. 
 
Participation Law 
As from 1 January 2015 the Participation Law and workforce agreements came into force. 
The Government would like to create an inclusive labour market. A central fund will be created to 
cover the personnel costs in the first two years. 
 
Arbo + WGA 
Under this come the costs for occupational healthcare, occupational welfare and the costs arising 
from the Eligibility for Permanent Incapacity Benefit (Restrictions) Act (“Wet Poortwachter”). For 
reasons of efficiency, these costs are booked centrally and divided across the organisational 
departments on the basis of an amount per employee.  
Effective 1 January 2013, EUR is the excess bearer for insurance policies under the Return to Work 
(Partially Disabled Persons) Regulations. The insurance premium is included in the amount charged on 
to the organisational departments. 
 
RePub (formerly EEPI) 
Effective 1 January 2011, the Executive Board expects all researchers of the Erasmus University 
Rotterdam (EUR) and the Erasmus MC to deposit their publications in RePub. RePub is EUR’s open 
access institutional repository (http://repub.eur.nl). The faculties have approved the charging on of the 
costs for this library facility (k€ 120).  
 
UL policy plan  
In the light of Erasmus 2013, the UL has drawn up a policy plan in which it has set out which support it 
can offer the faculties. In-depth discussions were held with the faculties regarding this policy plan. 
These discussions led to a decision to raise the budget of the UL structurally by M€ 1 in total. 75% of 
this amount is financed by the faculties. The remainder is financed by a contribution from the BV’s to 
the UL. 
 
Design and printing costs 
Marketing cost increases resulting from the requisite investments for sharing will be covered by 
savings realised through the implementation of a printing management system. It is estimated that, 
due to lower numbers of copies, printing-on-demand and digitalisation, savings of 60% and 40% can 
be made on design and printed matter, respectively. The savings to be made by the organisational 
departments have been deduced from the budget effective 2014. The allocation formula is based on 
the share of each organisational unit in the total design and printing costs. This share is determined 
using a spend analysis based on a three-year average (2010-2012). The saving has been set at k€ 570 
per year from 2015 onwards. 
 
Education marketing 
For a range of central activities (open days, information for schools, advertising, etc.), it has been 
agreed with the faculties that they will pay k€ 852, calculated using a fixed allocation formula, for 
Marketing and Communication from 2012 onwards. PRO/M&C must reach agreement with the deans 
each year on the expenditure (CvB 1765-14). 
 
Overhead ABD- UL 
The overhead is determined in accordance with previous agreements.  
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Compulsory dotation to the redundancy fund 
The redundancy payment charge is 3.5% based on the cost estimate. 
These costs must be budgeted by the units as part of the staff costs (cost number 415000). 
 
 

C.6. NOTES ON OTHER SETTLEMENTS (appendix C2 – table 5) 

Various settlements between faculties and support services have become structural. To reduce the 
administrative procedures, fixed settlements are also deducted from the initial allocated budget from 
2020 and beyond. 
 
The support services must reach an agreement with the faculties on the scope and content of the 
service activities, as well as on the level of the settlement. If the offered services package increase, 
either a supplementary budget will have to be made available or the client will have to decide which 
service (s)he no longer wishes to purchase. 
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D. INTERNAL ALLOCATION MODEL  
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D.1. KEY FEATURES OF THE INTERNAL ALLOCATION MODEL 

Headlines 
 
 The internal allocation model is not characterised by a pre-determined maximum partitioning of 

the policy areas of education, research, HR, accommodation and support services. A set of 
allocation principles are applied without restrictions provided total available resources are 
sufficient. Should an imbalance in the resource allocation occur or be imminent, the policy and its 
associated priorities will be reviewed in order to restore a structural balance. 

 The funding of education and research is based on pre-defined education and research 
parameters. 

 The education model is open and allows for variability in teaching tasks and is not subject to 
maximised funding levels. 

 Research funding is more or less closed, which makes total funding independent of activity levels; 
this has a stimulating effect and leads to relative quality improvements within EUR. 

 Prevention of sharp fluctuations in education and research funding by using three-year averages. 
 Housing costs associated with the government grant and indirect funding are almost fully within 

central expenses, with units only paying for use of office space that exceeds the norm. 
 Incentives for a competitive tuition fee policy for non-funded students through the transfer of the 

non-statutory part of the tuition fees. 
 Funding of central services as a whole is in line with the performance-based budgets of the 

Woudestein faculties; however, allocation across the support services is policy driven. 
 Resources are allocated as lump-sums; the recipient is free in its use of the resources within 

agreed policy and budgetary frameworks. 
 Fixed annual amount for the Strategic Innovation Budget scheme. 
 Executive Board decides what measures will be taken regarding any resource surplus/shortfall. 
 Decisions surrounding (large-scale) investment programmes are always based on solid business 

cases with structural financial consequences. 
 
Income allocation model 
 
The internal allocation model only relates to direct funding (first money stream), i.e. government grant 
and tuition fees. The EUR also receives indirectly, via LDE, government financing from LDE joint 
degrees (also known as revenues from alliances). 
 
The size of the government grant is largely dependent on the University Macro Framework, student 
numbers and academic achievements. 
 
EUR receives these funds as a lump-sum. This means that the institution is free to use (and indeed 
does use) the resources in a manner that differs from the actual allocation. However, this freedom 
does not apply to a portion of the government grant which is immediately transferred. This portion 
relates to the resources for the academic hospital, the government grant for the ISS and the IHS. This 
allocation is partly a statutory obligation (resources for the academic hospital) and partly the result of 
contractual agreements. Furthermore, some amounts of the government grant are earmarked e.g. 
funds concerning Sustainable Humanities and the Comenius grants. 
 
Internal allocation 
 
EUR’s internal allocation model varies from the Ministry of Education, Culture and Science (‘OCW’) 
allocation model, meaning that EUR pursues its own policy. Where the OCW’s model parameters are 
relevant to EUR policy, these are also applied within the institution. A substantial change in the scale of 
the allocated resources or the method of allocation by OCW will not immediately result in an 
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adjustment of the allocation model. EUR repeatedly assesses whether it can and wishes to continue its 
funding policy in unchanged form. 
 
Revision allocation model 
During the revision process of the university’s allocation model, it was concluded that a number of 
budget components are unnecessarily complex and not transparent. By reallocating several budget 
components within the model, the transparency of the model is enhanced. 
 
The reconstruction of the model led to six main categories/boxes: 
1. Academic hospital fund (directly transferred); 
2. ISS and IHS (directly transferred); 
3. Resource allocation to support services; 
4. Strategic budget; 
5. Direct purposes fund (Central budget); 
6. Performance resource allocation to faculties. 
 
The allocation of the EUR budget to faculties (PAM) is calculated after deducting the first five boxes 
mentioned above. In order to maintain an equilibrium of the total first-money stream/income and the 
budget to be allocated, a pay-out ratio will be used on the basis of a faculty’s share in the total 
performance-based budget. The redistribution effects that result from adjustments in the PAM is 
minimalised by the pay-out ratio. 
Evaluation of the allocation model will be conducted before the EUR Perspective 2023-2026.  
 
Allocation to support services 
 
The direct funding of the central services (USC, University Library (UL) and ABD) is based on historical 
agreements. The funding received is intended to cover the costs of support activities aimed at serving 
the general interest of the entire institution. The allocated amounts to the individual support services 
within USC is based on agreements made and policy priorities. Consequently, the adjustment of the 
budgetary framework is not necessarily proportionately divided across the various units of the support 
units. The internal allocation model also takes into account any increase of the performance-based 
allocation to support services arising from the implemented strategic projects. The resources are 
allocated as soon as the projects have been transferred to the line and structural expenses are 
incurred. 
 
In addition to direct funding, the support services also receive indirect funding from the faculties out 
of their own income in exchange for services provided. 
 
Strategic Budget 
 
A portion of income of the EUR is set aside in a central fund to stimulate strategic initiatives (Strategic 
Innovation Budget). The Executive Board, partly in consultation with the deans, decides on the 
allocation of these resources to projects and initiatives, as well as on the associated conditions. 
 
Other central allocations 
 
It is EUR policy to transfer the non-statutory portion of the tuition fees to the faculties where faculties 
do not receive funding for the students concerned. 
 
In supplement to the performance-based funding, the units also receive funding for HRM policy. The 
level of these HRM policy resources is linked to the model-based allocation. 
 
Resources are also reserved under the heading ‘legal obligations’ to cover regular redundancy 
payments as well as reorganisation and restructuring expenses. With respect to regular redundancy 
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payments, approximately 75% of the associated costs are within central expenses, with the remainder 
paid by the units concerned. 
 
Finally, the available resources are used to fund a range of central costs and incentive schemes, an 
important component of which is the housing costs, which are (more or less entirely) with central 
expenses. The resources available/required for housing at Woudestein are sourced from the approved 
investment programme and the updated multi-year investment and operations schedule. It has been 
agreed that Woudestein’s - net - housing costs must not exceed 13% of the relevant revenue.  
 
It is worth noting that as part of the central costs, resources are allocated to the Erasmus MC under 
the heading ‘Numerus Fixus and housing’. This represents a total amount of more than M€ 22, which is 
indexed at set times. Like the resources for employment conditions and legal obligations, the 
allocation of housing resources is based on contractual agreements made with the Erasmus MC at the 
time of the transition of the FGG to the university academic hospital in 2003. 
 
The allocation model relates exclusively to the available and allocated resources in a given year. A 
portion of the resources are intended to cover central fixed and semi-fixed costs arising from earlier 
investments in, for example, property, and any short-term adjustments are limited in nature therefore. 
This is why decisions surrounding (large-scale) investment programmes are always heavily influenced 
by structural annual costs. Assessed is whether the costs are within the long-term financial possibilities 
and can be carried by the EUR. A final investment decision is only taken if an acceptable business case 
exists. The cash tied up with such investments is not (fully) visible in the annual allocation model, but is 
reflected in the development of the liquidity and solvency balance-sheet ratios. 
 
Performance-based allocations 
 
The performance-based allocation to faculties is based on pre-defined education and research 
parameters (first-year faculty students, diplomas, dissertations, research audit assessments and 
acquisition of indirect funding) and a portion of fixed amounts. The allocation across education and 
research can be traced back from this model. Allocation is based on achieved performances and 
differentiated prices. The model contains one exception: first-year students are initially funded 
according to an estimate, after which an adjustment is made according to outcome in the budget year 
if the difference is larger than 4%. A three-year funding average is used in order to avoid large funding 
fluctuations. The model-based allocation to faculties largely adheres to the ‘old’ OCW model, where 
the main funding consideration was linked to output. EUR is an advocate of funding education quality, 
with study success serving as an important parameter. The faculties are expected to cover all costs of 
first money stream activities (education, research and support services) from this allocated budget. 
 
The education allocation model has an open character. This means that achieved performances are 
funded at fixed prices. The research model is primarily a closed model in the sense that the total 
amount available is basically fully fixed. Prices are determined by dividing the total amount by the 
number of performances. Consequently, there are no fixed prices. The only exception is for the price 
of dissertations: this is fixed and independent of the number of dissertations produced. EUR’s 
approach with respect to the available education and research resources can be compared with 
OCW’s approach towards developing the Macro Framework, with the education portion being aligned 
with national student numbers. The research portion is characterised exclusively by policy-based 
development. 
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D.2. EXPLANATORY NOTES TO THE PERFORMANCE ALLOCATION MODEL 
(PAM) 

 

1. Performance allocation model (PAM) 
In a functional sense there are no changes to the PAM in relation to the model used for the Budget Plan 
2021. In a financial sense the following changes have been made to PAM in relation to the B2021: 
 

Educational performance 
 The financed faculty student (bachelor and master) influx per 1 October 2020 for B2021 is based 

on an estimation. Analysis of the past student influx numbers shows that the use of the two-year 
average for estimating the bachelor student influx may no longer be realistic, due to the 
increasing, decreasing or constant trend in the student influx of the last couple of years. In 
consultation with the faculties, the influx is adjusted. 

 Diplomas in the academic year 2019/2020 are counted and are higher than in the previous year 
due to growth in the student population. Based on the trend of the success rates in the past few 
years, the success rates have been adjusted for ESL (Ba: -/-18%), RSM (Ma: -/-3%) and ESPhil (Ma:  
-/-3%). Overall, a higher expected number of diplomas is expected in the coming years. 

 The number of financed student influx and diplomas of the joint-degree master programme Eu-
HEM of ESHPM are adjusted to 50% in accordance with the agreements. 

 The number of financed student influx of the joint master programme GLOCAL has been adjusted 
according to the agreements. 

 The pre-master student in the 2020/2021 academic year are calculated. 
 The non-model financed bachelor and master programmes are updated based on estimations 

from the faculties. 
 

Research performance 
 The revenue second money stream excluding VENI/VIDI/VICI for calendar year 2017 has been 

calculated based on faculty input. Projects above k€ 500 are included in this calculation. 
 The number of dissertations based on calendar year 2020 are put into PAM. 
 

Other 
 Wage compensation of 6% is included. This percentage is applied to the personnel-related share 

of the budget. 
 Price compensation of 2.16% is included. This percentage is applied to the material-related share 

of the budget. 
 The pay-out has been added from B2022-B2025. 
 
As a result of an increase in the performance achieved, PAM shows an increasing trend from M€ 226.6 
in 2022 to M€ 243.2 in 2025. In the Budget Plan 2021, we adjusted the diploma numbers in later years, 
but current results have led to higher allocation. The EUR is compensated for these expenses by a 
higher share in government grant, however, note that the compensation for diplomas is far lower than 
internal allocation prices. 
 
Procedure for counting first year faculty students (influx of new faculty students) 
The parameter ‘first year faculty students’ is used in PAM. The definitive number of first year faculty 
students is calculated on the basis of the following procedure. First, a forecast is included in the 
Erasmus Perspective. This forecast is based on the funded numbers in recent years, whereby the two-
year average is used for bachelor’s students and the most recent year is relevant for master’s students. 
In consultation with the faculty an adjustment can be made to the estimation if a break in the trend is 
expected. Next, a count is conducted in the spring after which an adjustment is made if the deviation 
is 4% or more. The adjustment is included in the budget update in the budget year. In the next 
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Budgetary Framework, the actual numbers realised will be incorporated into PAM to provide for the 
correct calculation of the three-year average. 
 
Double Degrees 
Externally, EUR does not receive funding for double degrees via the Government Allocation Model 
(OCW Allocation model). Internally, double degrees continue to be funded via PAM. The initiatives 
designed to start up additional double degree programmes cause expenditures via PAM to increase, 
while the OCW Allocation Model does not provide any coverage for this. 
 
2. Performance 
Performance for the 2022 budget year has been adjusted on the basis of the realised values. 
For the baseline period and the method of determining the funded numbers please refer to the full 
explanation of the PAM. 
 
As described earlier, the parameter ‘influx of new faculty students’ has been estimated for the 
academic year 2021/2022. These estimates will be adjusted following a count in the spring.
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The internal resource allocation calculation overviews (Appendix D.3) contains the following tables: 

 
 Table 1a Calculation of the effects of the Performance based Allocation Model on budget year 

2021; 
 Table 1b Bachelor’s and Master’s Pedagogy (ESSB); 
 Table 1c+1d Nanobiology and Clinical Technology (Erasmus MC) study programmes; 
 Table 1d Liberal Arts (Erasmus University College) (ESSB) courses; 
 Table 2 Summary of the 2022-2025 multi-year overview; 
 Table 3a Performance. The performance realised in recent years and an estimate of future 

performance; 
 Table 3b Averages. The averages of the performance displayed in Table 3a to be included in the 

Performance based Allocation model; 
 A full explanation of the Performance-based Allocation Model is included in the Appendix 

‘Elaborate Explanation of the Performance based Allocation Model’.
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Table 1a Performance Allocation Model (PAM) B2022 

  wages and price level 2021         
  Prices (€) Er.MC ESHPM Other 
Education (Faculty) Student influx 6.554  6.977  4.651  
  Bachelor 20.367  16.277  10.851  
  Master* 8.032  8.138  5.426  
  Medicine Master 30.551    
Research Dissertation 104.278  106.970  68.936  
  Dissertation IHS   98.650  
  Bachelor 5.820  3.086  2.057  
  Master* 6.152  6.173  4.115  
  Medicine Master 11.640    

  2nd money stream 337  337  337  
  Assessment "very good" 40.674  42.998  11.268  
  Assessment "excellent" 44.743  47.298  12.395  
  * for Erasmus MC: price for a Research Master   
   
  Available amount premaster students (k€)             1.280  

 

Performance   Er.MC ESHPM ESE RSM EU ESL ESSB ESHCC ESPHIL Woudestein Faculties 
(Faculty) Student influx   462  462  1.630  2.623  1.518  1.634  730  289  8.885  9.347  
Pre-master students   55  120  198  279  100  277  156  -    1.130  1.185  
BA-diplomas   365  81  714  824  577  479  255  63  2.992  3.357  
MA-diplomas   68  282  918  1.472  583  593  258  17  4.124  4.192  
MA-diplomas - Medicine   328         -   328  
Dissertations   221  10  16  21  21  27  9  3  107  328  
Revenue 2nd money stream   16.059  719  255  723  134  1.463  703  147  4.144  20.203  
Assessment "good"   71  -    60  18  27  16  27  3  151  222  
Assessment "excellent"   194  14  -    92  -    27  -    1  134  328  
                        
Allocation (k€) (price x performance) Er.MC ESHPM ESE RSM EU ESL ESSB ESHCC ESPHIL Woudestein Faculties 
(Faculty) Student influx   3.028  3.220  7.582  12.199  7.061  7.600  3.397  1.342  42.401  45.429  
Pre-master students   59  130  214  301  108  299  169  -    1.221  1.280  
BA-diplomas   7.434  1.313  7.744  8.938  6.265  5.194  2.767  680  32.900  40.334  
MA-diplomas   546  2.295  4.983  7.985  3.163  3.219  1.400  94  23.139  23.685  
MA-diplomas - Medicine   10.031         -   10.031  
Fixed education budget   1.791  206  1.546  1.871  861  1.749  765  600  7.598  9.389  
Total Education   22.889  7.164  22.069  31.294  17.458  18.062  8.497  2.716  107.259  130.148  
Dissertations   23.011  1.105  1.103  1.448  1.471  1.878  643  184  7.832  30.843  
Diploma-related/ research adj. 54,8% 6.364  1.990  5.247  7.751  3.587  3.427  1.586  200  23.788  30.153  
Revenue 2nd money stream 100,0% 5.410  242  86  244  45  493  237  49  1.396  6.806  
Research assessments    11.538  653  671  1.350  309  511  302  50  3.845  15.383  
Fixed research budget   5.542  372  1.913  2.289  1.219  1.129  673  400  7.994  13.536  
Total Research   51.865  4.362  9.020  13.081  6.631  7.437  3.441  884  44.855  96.721  
Transfer of direct government funding   -2.882  -241  -497  -721  -366  -432  -190  -49  -2.495  -5.377  
Adjustment LPO -156  -98  -70  -98  -60  -64  -26  -8  -424  -580  
Budget target -1.922  -59  -452  -664  -477  -343  -193  -96  -2.283  -4.205  
Total Education & Research excl. pay-out 69.795  11.129  30.070  42.892  23.185  24.660  11.529  3.447  146.913  216.707  
Pay-out  945  151  407  581  314  334  156  47  1.990  2.935  
Total Education & Research incl. pay-out 70.740  11.280  30.478  43.472  23.499  24.994  11.685  3.494  148.902  219.642  
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Table 1b Bachelor and Master Nanobiology (Er.MC) 

wages and price level 2021          
          
Start-up funding                  

 B2011 B2012 B2013 B2014 B2015 B2016 B2017 B2018 B2019 B2020 B2021 Total 
Start-up funding 48 109 176 207 214 214 183 121 29   1.301 
Claimed start-up funding 0 60 311 207 35 200 0 0     813 
Total (k€) 48 169 487 414 249 414 183 121 29 - - 2.114 

 

Bachelor Nanobiology      

      
Funding factor 1,5  
Factor EUR/TUD 0,50  
    
  after 3yrs after 4yrs    
Graduation rate 50% 75%    
         
Realisation                
  Price (€)     B2013 B2014  B2015 B2016 B2017 B2018 B2019 B2020 B2021 B2022 B2023 B2024 B2025 
Influx BA Total       50 92 84 102 131 94 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 
Influx Bachelor (financed) 4.622    48 91 82 95 127 92 88 91 82 97 112 127 142 
Ba-diplomas education 10.783            34 22 37 47 64 64 72 72 72 
Ba-diplomas research 2.045            34 22 37 47 64 64 72 72 72 
Education Total (k€) 3yr-avg    46 134 212 258 378 596 722 745 886 1.045 1.165 1.264 1.362 
Research Total (k€) 3yr-avg     0 0 0 0 18 39 67 76 101 119 136 141 147 
Adjustment LPO            -1 -3 -5 -5 - 
Total (k€) 3yr-avg       46 134 212 258 396 635 789 820 986 1.161 1.296 1.400 1.508 

 

Master Nanobiology      

         
Funding factor 1,5    
Factor EUR/TUD 0,50    
     
  after 1yr after 2yrs    
Graduation rate 50% 80%    
         
Realisation                

  Price (€)     B2015 B2016 B2017 B2018 B2019 B2020 B2021 B2022 B2023 B2024 B2025 
Influx MA Total        12 14 18 31 30 40 50 60 60 60 
Influx Master (financed) 4.622     0 3 0 1 1 4 4 4 4 4 
Ma-diplomas education 5.392       0 0 10 6 19 14 24 29 37 
Ma-diplomas research 4.090       0 0 10 6 19 14 24 29 37 
Education Total (k€) 3yr-avg       3 4 22 30 68 84 121 139 181 
Research Total (k€) 3yr-avg       0 0 14 23 48 53 78 92 123 
Adjustment LPO         0 -0 -1 -1 - 
Total (k€) 3yr-avg        0 3 4 36 53 117 137 199 230 304 
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Table 1c Bachelor Clinical Technology and Master Technical Medicine 

wages and price level 2021          
          
Start-up funding   realisation < > estimation     

 B2013 B2014 B2015 B2016 B2017 B2018 Total 
Start-up funding 50 200 250 140   640 
Claimed start-up funding 50 200 14 376   640 

 

          
Start-up funding       

 B2017 B2018 B2019 B2020 B2021 B2022 B2023 Total 
Start-up funding 342 639 447 371 437 284 66 2.586 
Claimed start-up funding 453 508      961 

 

Bachelor Clinical Technology      

      
Funding factor 3  
Factor EUR/TUD/LEI 0,33  
    
  after 3yrs after 4yrs    
Graduation rate 50% 75%    
         
Realisation                        
  Price (€)     B2013 B2014  B2015 B2016 B2017 B2018 B2019 B2020 B2021 B2022 B2023 B2024 B2025 
Influx BA Total         99 99 100 100 101 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Influx Bachelor (financed) 6.163      95 97 98 96 99 93 96 111 126 141 150 
Ba-diplomas education 14.378            0 39 55 83 86 76 75 75 
Ba-diplomas research 2.726            0 39 55 83 86 76 75 75 
Education Total (k€) 3yr-avg      122 246 382 520 706 972 1.366 1.690 1.856 1.911 1.939 
Research Total (k€) 3yr-avg             0 38 90 161 204 222 215 205 
Adjustment LPO           -1 -5 -8 -7 - 
Total (k€) 3yr-avg         122 246 382 520 743 1.061 1.525 1.889 2.070 2.119 2.144 

 

Master Technical Medicine      

         
Funding factor 3    
Factor EUR/TUD/LEI 0,33    
     
  after 1yr after 2yrs    
Graduation rate 50% 75%    
         
Realisation              

  Price (€)     B2016 B2017 B2018 B2019 B2020 B2021 B2022 B2023 B2024 B2025 
Influx MA Total         23 33 30 40 50 60 60 60 
Influx Master (financed) 6.163      1 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 
Ma-diplomas education 7.189       - - - 8 22 23 28 
Ma-diplomas research 5.453       - - - 8 22 23 28 
Education Total (k€) 3yr-avg        4 8 12 34 91 147 193 
Research Total (k€) 3yr-avg        - - - 15 55 97 133 
Adjustment LPO        -0 -0 -1 -2 - 
Total (k€) 3yr-avg         0 4 8 12 48 145 242 326 
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Table 1d Bachelor Liberal Arts (EUC – ESSB) 

wages and price level 2021 

Bachelor Liberal Arts      

         
Funding factor 1,50    
     
  after 3yrs after 4yrs after 5yrs  
Graduation rate 72% 78%  80% 
         
Realisation                          

  Price (€)   B2013 B2014 B2015  B2016 B2017 B2018 B2019 B2020 B2021 B2022 B2023 B2024 B2025 
Influx BA Total      86 104 116 185 217 218 215 215 215 215 215 215 
Influx Bachelor (financed) 6.977   79 95 111            186  209 190 170 186 180 180 180 180 
Ba-diplomas education 16.277           43 83 67 138 176 153 138 148 
Ba-diplomas research 3.086           43 83 67 138 176 153 138 148 
Education Total (k€) 3yr-avg   152 335 548 774 1.226 1.906 2.211 2.686 3.314 3.804 3.790 3.637 
Research Total (k€) 3yr-avg   0 0 0 0 46 136 208 296 392 481 480 451 
Adjustment LPO          -3 -9 -17 -17 - 
Total (k€) 3yr-avg      152 335 548 774 1.272 2.042 2.419 2.979 3.696 4.268 4.253 4.089 
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Table 2 Summary 
 
Multi-year overview B2022-B2025 

 
Performance allocation model incl. pay-out (in k€) 

 Er.MC* ESHPM ESE RSM EU ESL ESSB* ESHCC ESPhil Woudestein Faculties PRO Staff UL Total 

B2022 73.974  11.280  30.478  43.472  23.499  28.690  11.685  3.494  152.599  226.573  27.282  8.373 8.267  270.495 

B2023 74.234  12.059  30.876  44.793  23.712  30.784  12.180  3.509  157.913  232.147  29.703  8.973 8.546  279.369 

B2024 74.136  12.766  30.311  45.845  24.001  33.826  12.914  3.532  163.194  237.330  35.261  9.016 8.585  290.192 

B2025 75.057  13.016  30.182  46.745  25.045  35.893  13.486  3.770  168.138  243.195  36.056  9.156 8.743  297.150 

* incl. non-model based allocation 
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Overview 2022 

 
Allocation faculties from Budget Plan 2021 to Erasmus Perspective 2022, incl. non-model based allocation (in k€)  
 Er.MC ESHPM ESE RSM EU ESL ESSB ESHCC ESPHILWoudestein Faculties PRO Staff UL Total

 Budget Plan 2021: 2021 71.636 9.740 28.518 39.794 22.777 24.999 10.468 3.383 139.679 211.315 23.256 7.833 7.912 250.315

 Achievements 2022 (estimate 2021) -85 460 -69 -235 771 1.970 239 174 3.310 3.224 - - - 3.224

 Budget Plan 2021: 2022 (estimate 2021) 71.551 10.200 28.449 39.559 23.548 26.970 10.707 3.557 142.988 214.539 23.256 7.833 7.912 253.539

 Formatting (technical corrections) -3 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 -3 -6 -6

 Educational achievements 70 471 854 1.776 -1.104 618 401 -45 2.970 3.040 3.040

 Research achievements -577 24 -376 -92 -172 -410 -14 -178 -1.218 -1.795 -1.795

 Non-model based educational achievements -42 0 0 0 0 85 0 0 85 43 43

 Wage and price compensation 2.030 434 1.144 1.649 914 1.096 435 114 5.786 7.816 7.816

 Support services - - - - - - - - - - 4.026 540 355 4.922

 Subtotal adjustments 2022 1.478 929 1.622 3.333 (362) 1.387 822 (109) 7.621 9.098 4.026 540 355 14.019

 Erasmus Perspective 2022: 2022 excl. pay-out 73.029 11.129 30.070 42.892 23.185 28.356 11.529 3.447 150.609 223.638 27.282 8.373 8.267 267.560

 Pay-out 945 151 407 581 314 334 156 47 1.990 2.935 - - - 2.935

 Erasmus Perspective 2022: 2022 incl. pay-out 73.974 11.280 30.478 43.472 23.499 28.690 11.685 3.494 152.599 226.573 27.282 8.373 8.267 270.495
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Table 3a Performance 

  Er.MC ESHPM ESE RSM EU ESL ESSB EUC ESHCC ESPHIL Total     Er.MC ESHPM ESE RSM EU ESL ESSB EUC ESHCC ESPHIL ESSB/IHS Total 

                        

(Faculty) student influx        Research         

                        

 (Faculty) Student influx    Dissertations  
B2013 427 309 1.357 1.695 947 702 - 343 72 5.852  B2013 206 5 31 19 27 13  1 4  306 

B2014 445 370 1.583 1.741 1.102 852 79 430 118 6.720  B2014 221 10 18 15 24 27  10 3  328 

B2015 451 301 1.384 1.860 1.283 900 95 476 163 6.913  B2015 233 13 25 19 17 17  7 3  334 

B2016 434 337 1.553 1.864 1.339 950 111 493 265 7.346  B2016 227 12 30 23 21 21  10 2  346 

B2017 459 315 1.570 2.025 1.394 1.141 186 502 263 7.855  B2017 243 22 21 25 23 22  4 5  365 

B2018 446 391 1.625 2.158 1.550 1.180 209 583 292 8.434  B2018 256 17 26 32 13 30  7 2  383 

B2019 455 379 1.609 2.249 1.477 1.326 190 624 282 8.591  B2019 218 4 23 21 27 17  10 2 2 324 

B2020 460 419 1.514 2.267 1.461 1.633 170 653 295 8.872  B2020 226 9 20 14 22 23  5 3 - 322 

B2021 461 541 1.656 2.801 1.611 1.639 186 769 282 9.946  B2021 228 9 17 26 22 26  11 4 2 345 

B2022 465 425 1.720 2.800 1.482 1.630 180 769 289 9.759  B2022 208 13 11 23 20 27  12 1 2 317 

B2023 465 425 1.658 2.600 1.482 1.630 180 797 289 9.525  B2023 230 25 15 24 24 39  7 7 4 375 

B2024 465 425 1.658 2.600 1.482 1.630 180 809 289 9.537  B2024 230 21 23 20 24 47  7 8 5 385 

B2025 465 425 1.658 2.600 1.482 1.630 180 809 289 9.537  B2025 230 17 24 23 24 37  15 10 6 386 

 
 

 Student influx BA    Revenue second money stream (excl. veni/vidi/vici)  
B2013 396 130 869 1.058 731 472  224 69 3.949  B2013 11.392 1.849 553 830 426 1.432  407 262  17.151 

B2014 400 170 1.076 1.166 853 611 79 275 106 4.736  B2014 12.344 1.422 796 564 535 1.488  860 322  18.331 

B2015 404 131 956 1.144 1.040 664 95 326 148 4.908  B2015 8.973 2.178 986 777 417 842  574 345  15.092 

B2016 399 129 1.015 1.102 1.076 639 111 341 255 5.067  B2016 8.129 812 388- 647 305 486  131 185  10.308 

B2017 404 102 1.068 1.154 1.157 788 186 332 250 5.441  B2017 6.181 822 87 872 205 1.030  609 151  9.957 

B2018 406 145 1.093 1.283 1.333 819 209 383 280 5.951  B2018 7.533 677 155 812 312 997  400 93  10.979 

B2019 408 164 1.156 1.412 1.251 942 190 424 268 6.215  B2019 11.054 450 183 983 380 1.198  427 71  14.746 

B2020 404 153 1.049 1.388 1.221 1.219 170 414 283 6.301  B2020 11.994 452 140 962 94 1.288  561 202  15.692 

B2021 406 186 1.088 1.505 1.323 1.007 186 470 260 6.431  B2021 19.020 832 339 485 236 1.805  1.108 278  24.104 

B2022 410 159 1.108 1.500 1.236 1.040 180 465 276 6.373  B2022 17.162 871 287 723 73 1.296  439 40-  20.811 

B2023 410 159 1.126 1.550 1.236 1.040 180 469 276 6.445  B2023 16.059 719 255 723 134 1.463  703 147  20.203 

B2024 410 159 1.126 1.550 1.236 1.040 180 477 276 6.453  B2024 17.414 807 294 644 148 1.521  750 128  21.706 

B2025 410 159 1.126 1.550 1.236 1.040 180 477 276 6.453  B2025 16.878 799 279 697 118 1.427  631 78  20.907 

 
 

 Student influx MA      
B2013 31 179 488 637 216 230  119 3 1.903              

B2014 45 200 507 575 249 241  155 12 1.984              

B2015 47 170 428 716 243 236  150 15 2.005              

B2016 35 208 538 762 263 311  152 10 2.279              

B2017 55 213 502 871 237 353  170 13 2.414              

B2018 40 246 532 875 217 361  200 12 2.483              

B2019 47 215 453 837 226 384  200 14 2.376              
B2020 56 266 465 879 240 414  239 12 2.571              
B2021 55 355 568 1.296 288 632  299 22 3.515              
B2022 55 266 612 1.300 246 590  304 13 3.386              
B2023 55 266 532 1.050 246 590  328 13 3.080              
B2024 55 266 532 1.050 246 590  332 13 3.084              
B2025 55 266 532 1.050 246 590  332 13 3.084              
 
 
 
 

  Er.MC ESHPM ESE RSM EU ESL ESSB EUC ESHCC ESPHIL Total     Er.MC ESHPM ESE RSM EU ESL ESSB EUC ESHCC ESPHIL ESSB/IHS Total 

                        

Diplomas                 

                        

 Doctoral/Medicine diplomas   MA- Medicine  
B2013 317    5     322  B2013 -           

B2014 332         332  B2014 -           

B2015 331         331  B2015 -           

B2016 339         339  B2016 19           

B2017 76         76  B2017 213           

B2018 38         38  B2018 288           

B2019 -         -  B2019 338           
B2020 -         -  B2020 329           
B2021 -         -  B2021 334           
B2022 -         -  B2022 322           
B2023 -         -  B2023 330           
B2024 -         -  B2024 330           
B2025 -         -  B2025 330           
 
 

 Bachelor diplomas    Master diplomas  
B2013 174 71 529 817 531 292  76 56 2.546  B2013 56 161 658 1.070 633 458  166 17  3.219 

B2014 334 70 635 641 627 326  169 38 2.840  B2014 58 167 732 1.228 733 521  176 12  3.627 

B2015 398 73 539 727 444 313  225 35 2.754  B2015 35 237 721 1.061 551 400  153 22  3.180 

B2016 329 72 577 679 418 373  193 28 2.669  B2016 23 190 802 1.592 625 455  183 16  3.886 

B2017 365 72 603 748 472 347  196 37 2.840  B2017 45 276 824 1.247 604 493  210 20  3.719 

B2018 331 105 679 831 521 396 43 186 24 3.116  B2018 60 279 899 1.301 566 497  202 26  3.830 

B2019 371 76 593 788 532 384 83 242 37 3.106  B2019 52 225 911 1.432 585 506  204 23  3.938 

B2020 352 71 618 720 652 419 67 257 50 3.206  B2020 66 293 882 1.537 546 572  237 24  4.157 

B2021 369 76 756 816 590 478 138 229 71 3.523  B2021 67 271 895 1.398 578 559  241 19  4.028 

B2022 374 95 767 935 490 539 176 279 67 3.722  B2022 71 282 978 1.480 625 649  296 9  4.390 

B2023 358 84 731 916 646 568 153 303 55 3.814  B2023 71 326 958 1.660 755 796  313 34  4.913 

B2024 357 87 717 952 618 697 138 314 55 3.935  B2024 71 349 1.029 1.905 780 895  353 35  5.415 

B2025 356 93 695 984 636 718 144 332 54 4.010  B2025 71 318 1.005 1.854 741 1.002  368 35  5.393 
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Table 3b Three-year averages 

 

  Er.MC ESHPM ESE RSM EU ESL ESSB EUC ESHCC ESPHIL Total     Er.MC ESHPM ESE RSM EU ESL ESSB EUC ESHCC ESPHIL ESSB/IHS Total 

                        

(Faculty) student influx        Research         

                        

 (Faculty) Student influx    Dissertations  
B2013 419 313 1.247 1.600 896 751 - 376 99 5.701  B2013 199 6 23 23 18 16 - 3 5 - 294 

B2014 432 331 1.381 1.669 977 774 26 384 90 6.065  B2014 207 7 24 20 21 22 - 5 4 - 309 

B2015 441 327 1.441 1.765 1.111 818 58 416 118 6.495  B2015 220 9 25 18 23 19 - 6 3 - 323 

B2016 443 336 1.507 1.822 1.241 901 95 466 182 6.993  B2016 227 12 24 19 21 22 - 9 3 - 336 

B2017 448 318 1.502 1.916 1.339 997 131 490 230 7.371  B2017 234 16 25 22 20 20 - 7 3 - 348 

B2018 446 348 1.583 2.016 1.428 1.090 169 526 273 7.878  B2018 242 17 26 27 19 24 - 7 3 - 365 

B2019 453 362 1.601 2.144 1.474 1.216 195 570 279 8.293  B2019 239 14 23 26 21 23 - 7 3 1 357 

B2020 454 396 1.583 2.225 1.496 1.380 190 620 290 8.632  B2020 233 10 23 22 21 23 - 7 2 1 343 

B2021 459 446 1.593 2.439 1.516 1.533 182 682 286 9.136  B2021 224 7 20 20 24 22 - 9 3 1 330 

B2022 462 462 1.630 2.623 1.518 1.634 179 730 289 9.526  B2022 221 10 16 21 21 25 - 9 3 1 328 

B2023 464 463 1.678 2.734 1.525 1.633 182 778 286 9.743  B2023 222 16 14 24 22 31 - 10 4 3 346 

B2024 465 425 1.679 2.667 1.482 1.630 180 792 289 9.607  B2024 223 20 16 22 23 38 - 9 5 4 359 

B2025 465 425 1.658 2.600 1.482 1.630 180 805 289 9.533  B2025 230 21 21 22 24 41 - 10 8 5 382 

 
 

     Revenue second money stream (excl. veni/vidi/vici)  
            B2013 14.081 1.518 447 485 366 1.068 - 676 253 - 18.894 

            B2014 13.013 1.672 637 593 492 1.402 - 757 318 - 18.884 

            B2015 10.903 1.816 778 724 459 1.254 - 614 310 - 16.858 

            B2016 9.815 1.471 465 663 419 939 - 522 284 - 14.577 

            B2017 7.761 1.271 228 765 309 786 - 438 227 - 11.786 

            B2018 7.281 770 -49 777 274 838 - 380 143 - 10.415 

            B2019 8.256 650 142 889 299 1.075 - 479 105 - 11.894 

            B2020 10.194 526 160 919 262 1.161 - 463 122 - 13.806 

            B2021 14.023 578 221 810 236 1.430 - 699 184 - 18.181 

            B2022 16.059 719 255 723 134 1.463 - 703 147 - 20.203 

            B2023 17.414 807 294 644 148 1.521 - 750 128 - 21.706 

            B2024 16.878 799 279 697 118 1.427 - 631 78 - 20.907 

            B2025 16.784 775 276 688 133 1.470 - 694 118 - 20.938 

 
 
 
 

  Er.MC ESHPM ESE RSM EU ESL ESSB EUC ESHCC ESPHIL Total     Er.MC ESHPM ESE RSM EU ESL ESSB EUC ESHCC ESPHIL ESSB/IHS Total 

                        

Diplomas                 

                        

 Doctoral/Medicine diplomas   MA- Medicine  
B2013 292 - - - 11 1 - 2  306  B2013 -           

B2014 310 - - - 5 - - -  316  B2014 -           

B2015 327 - - - 2 - - -  328  B2015 -           

B2016 334 - - - - - - -  334  B2016 6           

B2017 249 - - - - - - -  249  B2017 77           

B2018 151 - - - - - - -  151  B2018 173           

B2019 38 - - - - - - -  38  B2019 280           
B2020 13 - - - - - - -  13  B2020 318           
B2021 - - - - - - - -  -  B2021 334           
B2022 - - - - - - - -  -  B2022 328           
B2023 - - - - - - - -  -  B2023 329           
B2024 - - - - - - - -  -  B2024 327           
B2025 - - - - - - - -  -  B2025 330           
 
 

 Bachelor diplomas    Master diplomas  
B2013 58 64 474 657 511 280 - 80 31 2.156  B2013 57 143 598 1.011 578 403 - 144 11 - 2.945 

B2014 169 71 533 720 555 309 - 112 39 2.508  B2014 58 159 651 1.088 649 448 - 158 13 - 3.223 

B2015 302 71 568 728 534 310 - 157 43 2.713  B2015 50 188 704 1.120 639 460 - 165 17 - 3.342 

B2016 354 72 584 682 496 337 - 196 34 2.754  B2016 39 198 752 1.294 636 459 - 171 17 - 3.564 

B2017 364 72 573 718 445 344 - 205 33 2.754  B2017 34 234 782 1.300 593 449 - 182 19 - 3.595 

B2018 342 83 620 753 470 372 14 192 30 2.875  B2018 43 248 842 1.380 598 482 - 198 21 - 3.812 

B2019 356 84 625 789 508 376 42 208 33 3.021  B2019 52 260 878 1.327 585 499 - 205 23 - 3.829 

B2020 351 84 630 780 568 400 64 228 37 3.143  B2020 59 266 897 1.423 566 525 - 214 24 - 3.975 

B2021 364 74 656 775 591 427 96 243 53 3.278  B2021 62 263 896 1.456 570 546 - 227 22 - 4.041 

B2022 365 81 714 824 577 479 127 255 63 3.484  B2022 68 282 918 1.472 583 593 - 258 17 - 4.192 

B2023 367 85 751 889 575 528 156 270 64 3.686  B2023 70 293 944 1.513 653 668 - 283 21 - 4.444 

B2024 363 89 738 934 585 601 156 299 59 3.824  B2024 71 319 988 1.682 720 780 - 321 26 - 4.906 

B2025 357 88 714 951 633 661 145 316 55 3.920  B2025 71 331 997 1.806 758 898 - 344 34 - 5.240 
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D.4. DETAILED EXPLANATION PAM 

1. Introduction 
The resources are allocated on the basis of the financed performances and a flat fee. The most 
recently available performances are used. In order to avoid sharp financial fluctuations, the allocation 
is based on a performance average over three years. 
 
The faculties are free within the statutory framework to use the resources allocated on the basis of the 
performance-based allocation model. No relationship is therefore necessary between the model-
based allocation and the internal allocation at the faculties.  
 
The model has the following funding parameters: 
a) Number of students enrolled for the first time at the faculty; 
b) Number of premaster students; 
c) Number of undergraduate and graduate diplomas (bachelor, master and (temporary) doctoral 

degrees); 
d) Number of dissertations; 
e) Revenue from the second money stream; 
f) Academic staff appointed in the first money stream working on research projects with “very good” 

or “excellent” quality assessments. 
 
The allocation parameters were established in consultation with the faculties. In the case of education, 
these were discussed with the education funding working group at the time, in which all faculties were 
represented. The recommendations issued by the working group were set out in the Education 
Funding Report in 2005. The basis for the funding parameters for research is set out in the 
memorandum “Quality and the future scope for allocating research funding”4. 
 
2. Time aspects 
Policy Framework versus Budget Plan 
To provide the faculties with a budget that is as realistic as possible, the largest possible number of 
parameters are updated in the Policy Framework. As this is not possible for the parameter first-year 
students (given the desired counting period), this parameter is estimated in the Policy Framework and 
adjusted in the budget year itself if necessary. The estimated student influx in the Policy Framework is 
only adjusted if the outcome varies by more than 4%. If the variance is smaller, no adjustment will be 
made to the budget in question. The outcome will be incorporated in the next Policy Framework in 
order to arrive at a correct calculation of the three-year average. 
 
Reference periods and the three-year average 
The parameters, which are used as input for the model in budget year T, have various counting periods 
as shown in the table below. 
 

Parameter Reference period/date 

Education  

   - (Faculty) student influx October count of the academic year 

   - Pre-master students October count of the academic year 

   - Diplomas (bachelor and master) Academic year 

Research  

   - Dissertations Calendar year 

   - Revenue second money stream Calendar year 
   - Research assessments (fte academic  
      staff funded in the first-money stream) 

Recent external assessment presented in 
the Budget Framework Plan 

 
4 Rapport Onderwijsbekostiging (Education Funding Report) FEB 209.936 dated 20 June 2005; Kwaliteit en de toekomstige 
allocatie onderzoeksruimte (Quality and the future scope for allocating research funding) FEB 192.061 dated 19 November 2002 
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The budget allocation is however not based on the performances in a single year, but on the 
performance average in three previous years. The performances that are relevant to the model-based 
allocation in T are consequently an average of the performances in the following academic and 
calendar years. 
 

        Academic year 

Parameter 

 
 

T-5/T-4 

 
 

T-4/T-3 

 
 

T-3/T-2 

 
 

T-2/T-1 

 
 

T-1/T 

 
Student Influx 

  X X X 

 
Pre-master students (no 3-yrs 
average) 

   X  

 
Diplomas 

X X X   

 
        Calendar year 

Parameter 

 
 

T-5 

 
 

T-4 

 
 

T-3 

 
 

T-2 

 
 

T-1 

 
Dissertations 

 X X X  

 
Revenue from second money 
stream 

 X X X  

 
Research assessments (6 years 
average of the last external review) 

     

 
3. Funded performances 
The following conditions apply to the education-related parameters: 
 All undergraduate and graduate programmes registered in CROHO count towards the funding5.  
 The performances have been achieved by students who fall under the Higher Education and 

Research Act (‘WHW’) and who have satisfied all enrolment requirements6. 
 Only performances of students with a nationality of one of the EEA countries or who are entitled 

to an educational grant are eligible for funding. 
 Performances of students with a bachelor degree from a university of applied sciences (HBO) and 

students in a pre-master programme are not eligible for funding. 
 
Below follows a more specific description of the funding parameters used in the performance-based 
allocation model. 
 
Education: Student influx (first-year students at the faculty) 
Each year on 1 October, the number of students that have enrolled for the first time at a faculty are 
counted. The conditions referred to above apply to this count. 
 
A more detailed description follows below: 
 The programme year or phase in which a student enrols at the faculty is irrelevant. 
 Students who enrol in a master programme from a bachelor programme were already enrolled at 

the faculty and are not counted a second time when enrolling for the master programme.  
 Students taking two programmes at different faculties are counted for both faculties.  

 
5 Programmes with the suffix “miscellaneous” are not linked to a CROHO code and are not funded. Furthermore, the 
performances of the part-time Business Administration programme and the programmes of the Faculty of Philosophy do not 
count as they are subject to different agreements. 
6 Exchange programme students are not eligible for funding. 
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 Students who enter the faculty after 1 October are counted in the following year, if they are 
enrolled on 1 October of that year. This also applies to students who have not satisfied all 
requirements before 1 October.  

 As students transferring from universities of applied sciences and students in pre-master 
programmes are not included in the bachelor count, they are counted when they enrol in the 
master programme.  

 
The student influx is only divided into bachelor and master for informational purposes and facilitate 
the estimation of the number of diplomas required. In financial terms, there are no differences 
between two groups. 
 
Education: Premaster students 
Students with a bachelor’s degree transferring from universities of applied sciences (HBO) are not 
financed in the bachelor phase, but once they start a master programme. On top of this an additional 
M€ 1 has been available to the faculties based on the number of premaster students per faculty on 1 
October. 
 
Education: Bachelor and Master Diplomas 
In principle, only initial bachelor and master diplomas obtained at the faculty and which satisfy the 
above conditions are counted. Second bachelor and master diplomas are currently funded internally, 
regardless of the tuition fee rate. Exceptions to this are the non-EEA and HBO groups referred to 
above. The basic principle for the internal funding is that a faculty does not receive double funding for 
the same performance. Furthermore, the obligation on the part of the faculty to make sufficient efforts 
is verified in accordance with the statutory framework. 
 
Diplomas for research masters have the same status within the performance-based allocation model 
as other master diplomas. Outside the performance-based allocation model (in the strategic 
innovation budget), the Executive Board has released resources for a temporary research master 
incentive measure. 
 
Research: Dissertations 
Dissertation funding from OCW is a condition for EUR funding of the faculties. Dissertations are 
included in the count for the faculty where the first supervisor has been appointed. Where different 
faculties collaborate, the faculties must arrange any required settlement themselves. The funding of 
dissertations done abroad cannot be guaranteed. 
 
Research: Revenue from Second Money Stream 
The revenue from second money stream is determined based on the figures from EUR’s financial 
statements. This relates to invoiced amounts, in respect to which Veni, Vidi and Vici grants are not 
included. It is an open compartment of the model and no correction is made for projects that 
exceeding M€ 0.5 in scale. With respect to Erasmus MC and the ESHPM, a correction is also applied for 
ZonMw, amounting to a deduction of approximately M€ 1.5 and M€ 0.3, respectively. 
 
Research: Assessments 
The number of academic staff employed in the first-money stream who are involved in research that 
has been externally assessed as being ‘very good’ or ‘excellent’ are counted. The numbers are taken 
from the relevant research assessment report. It has become an open compartment (funding is not 
limited). 
 
Financial price differentiation 
The amounts, which are allocated for the performances, were determined the first time the model was 
used. The prices used per funding parameter are stated at the top of the model, and consist of, like the 
OCW funding, three price levels: top, high and low. The Medicine and Clinical Technology study 
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programme are in the first price level. The other Erasmus MC and ESHPM study programmes, as well 
as the EUC, are in category ‘high’. All other study programmes are in category ‘low’. 
 
A fixed size applies to a number of compartments. The total amount is adjusted for wage and price 
changes. The price per performance is determined by the total number of performances. A higher 
number of performances results in a drop of the price per performance. 
 
 Fixed compartments 

 
Research: Diploma-related research 
The total size of this compartment has been fixed at 45.3% of the other research compartments. The 
resources are distributed first by multiplying them by the historical price, and then by reducing the 
compartment to 45.3%. The prices shown above the performance-based allocation model are the 
reduced prices. 
 
Flat fees 
The new categorisation of the flat fee has not yet been incorporated in this allocation model. 
  
 Non model-based education funding 

 
In the initial phase of a course, there is a discrepancy between revenues and expenses. A faculty is 
directly confronted with the material and staff costs and the funding follows several years later. The 
discrepancy is exacerbated by the three-year average. Funding is largely based on the number of 
diplomas. Since the first diplomas in a bachelor programme are awarded after three years, the 
discrepancy between revenues and expenditure is larger than is the case for master programmes. 
Therefore, financing agreements are made with the Executive Board at the start of bachelor 
programmes. In general, this financing concerns start-up funding and the (temporary) funding of 
performances outside of the model. 
 
Pedagogical Sciences (ESSB) 
The Pedagogical Sciences bachelor programme started in the 2011-2012 academic year. The master 
programme is expected to begin in the 2014-2015 academic year. In accordance with Executive Board 
decision 1717-07, a maximum of M€ 10.5 in resources will be made available to the faculty via the 
Strategic Innovation Budget. The faculty will contribute a further M€ 2 from its own resources. 
Furthermore, the Executive Board has made an additional M€ 0.6 available for a chair. The 
performances will be compensated based on a three-year average. 
 
Nanobiology (Erasmus MC) 
The joint bachelor programme in Nanobiology started in the 2012-2013 academic year, in 
collaboration with Delft University of Technology. This is a programme with funding in the ‘high’ 
category, for which a factor of 1.5 to the price applies. A further factor of 0.5 is applied since the 
financial burden is being shared proportionately by the two parties. The business case gives a rate of 
return for this programme of 75% following four years of study and a student influx set at 50. 
 
The master programme started in the 2015-2016 academic year. The business case gives a rate of 
return for this programme of 80% following 2 years of study and a student influx growing by 10 yearly. 
 
In accordance with Executive Board decision 1800-25, a maximum of M€ 1.3 in resources will be 
made available to the faculty via the Strategic Innovation Budget. The start-up resources are freely 
disposable for both the bachelor and master programme. The performances will be compensated 
based on a three-year average outside the model. No agreements have been made yet regarding the 
time of embedding for this programme. 
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The prices used for the non-model bachelor and master programme Nanobiology at Erasmus MC will 
be raised by 32.5% from B2017 onwards in order to compensate for the overhead costs incurred. 
 
Clinical Technology (Erasmus MC) 
The joint bachelor programme in Clinical Technology started in the 2014-2015 academic year, in 
collaboration with Delft University of Technology and Leiden University. 
 
This is a programme with funding in the ‘high’ category, for which a price factor of 1.5 applies. A 
further factor of 0.33 is applied since the financial burden is being shared proportionately by the three 
parties. The business case gives a rate of return for this programme of 75% following four years of 
study and a student influx set at 100.  
 
A flow-through (‘doorstroom’) master programme has been developed. 
 
Erasmus MC receives M€ 3.3 outside the model for the start-up costs of the joint bachelor and master 
programme. 
 
The prices used for the non-model bachelor programme Clinical Technology and master programme 
Technical Medicine at Erasmus MC will be raised by 32.5% from B2017 onwards in order to 
compensate for the overhead costs incurred. 
 
Erasmus University College (Liberal Arts) (EUC/ESSB) 

The Erasmus University College bachelor programme started in the 2013-2014 academic year. The 
programme was temporarily placed under ESSB and is currently in the process of being embedded 
there permanently. Liberal Arts & Sciences is a programme with funding in the ‘high’ category, for 
which a price factor of 1.5 applies.  

On 10 June 2014, a letter with reference ABD/CTB/AD/261.656 was sent on behalf of the Executive 
Board to the dean of ESSB. In the letter, the Executive Board announced that a maximum of M€ 23 
would be made available to the faculty in the period through to 2021 as prefunding for the Erasmus 
University College. Later, the drawing right on this prefunding was extended to 2023 and the 
maximum amount was raised to M€ 24.7 to cover short-term budget shortages, under the condition 
that EUC revised their business case and makes the necessary changes to work towards a structural 
financially sustainable situation towards the end of 2023. M€ 10 of the prefunding has been provided 
in the form of a loan. The loan will be indirectly repaid by EUC from 2024 onwards, by means of 
realizing a net positive result at the central level annually. As agreed with ESSB, this result needs to be 
at least k€ 300 positive per annum, meaning that the loan will be fully repaid in 2058 at the latest. 

 Particulars 
 

Transfer of direct government funding 
Effective the 2008 budget, OCW is gradually transferring M€ 5.8 macro framework to NWO. The UL 
and ABD/USC budget is reduced by respectively M€ 0.1 and M€ 0.3. The remaining M€ 5.4 reduction 
will be distributed across the faculties in proportion to the allocations for research7. 
 
Allocation to the support services (USC, ABD and UL) 
The budget of the ABD, USC and UL has a historical basis. Subsequently, a number of adjustments 
took place according several Board decisions and in line with the budget of the faculties. 
 
 

 
7 BGZ/RvH/226.566 dated 05/12/2007 
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WOUDESTEIN CAMPUS HOUSING POLICY 

EUR has decided to introduce the lessee/lessor model (‘HVM’), the aim of which is to stimulate 
efficient use of space by charging on the actual space used. The new space norm for EUR offices has 
been set at 19,5 m2 ‘Campus factor’, former known as VVO. This is a challenging but feasible step, 
whereby use of space at the university will be slightly lower than the (current) university average, 
without ‘the need for using every last square inch of space available’. A further future reduction (e.g. in 
the average space used in offices) is possible, also given the working conditions guidelines. 
 
A real estate prognosis model was constructed in 2012, which included all housing-related expenses, 
including operating (service) costs. The full cost price is calculated in the real estate prognosis model, 
following approval of RE&F (Real Estate & Facilities) budget for the following year. It has been decided 
to set the full cost price annually based on an average over the next five years in order to somewhat 
mitigate erratic price fluctuations as a result of investments and to arrive at a more stable cost-price 
level as the years progress. The distinction between office spaces with and without daylight (and the 
associated difference in the price per m2) will no longer apply in the new method. The full cost price 
for one m2 Campus factor of office space on the campus has been determined at € 288 for 2022. 
 
In addition to the policy guidelines described above (new financing method, new space norm and a 
new full cost-price determination), the charging system for office space has also changed. The key 
features of this system are an adjusted (annual) determination of the average staff costs per faculty and 
an adjusted determination of the housing budget norm.  
 
The budget norm is determined on the basis of derived FTEs in the first and second money flow: 
 With respect to first money flow, the model-based budget allocation for the budget year (T) as 

determined in the Policy Framework / budget T applies. 
 Budget allocations from the Strategic Innovation Budget, including start-up financing, are NOT 

included in the basis for first money flow. An exception to this is start-up funding for study 
programmes that commenced before January 2014. 

 With respect to second money flow, revenues achieved in the year T-2 in accordance with the 
financial statements applies.  

 
To calculate the number of FTEs concerned, both first and second money flow are multiplied by an 
average staff expense percentage relative to total expenses (current historical factor PL/ML: faculties 
85/15, USC 80/20, UB 60/40); the average staff costs is determined again each year per faculty on the 
basis of total staff expenses in accordance with the T-2 financial statements, excluding costs of 
external/hired staff, divided by the average FTEs in T-2. 
 
To determine any overuse or underuse relative to the norm, the following parameters are calculated: 
 Housing budget norm: FTE norm * 19,5 m2 Campus factor * full cost price per m2 Campus factor; 
 Actual m2 of Campus factor in use * full cost price per m2 Campus factor.  
The difference between both parameters constitutes the amount that will be charged (in the case of 
overuse) or refunded (in the case of underuse).  
 
The new housing norm will be introduced in phases and will depend on the time when a faculty is able 
(was able) to arrange its accommodation in line with the norm (following a renovation). As of 1 
January 2014, the new financial principle will apply to everyone (new cost price, new determination of 
accommodation budget norm and adjusted average staff costs). It is assumed that all components will 
be charged in accordance with the new space norm no later than after the renovation of Building H 
(1-1-2018 at the latest). 
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Table 1 Specification Housing budget Woudestein 

in k€ 2022 2023 2024 2025 
Total housing budget Woudestein 35.291  35.454  33.998  35.215  

          

          

Costs and available resources (in k€)         

Costs 2022 2023 2024 2025 

Housing costs 51.210 52.003 50.594 51.811 

     

Costs not included     

Total housing + interest     

     

Resources 2022 2023 2024 2025 
Housing budget Woudestein 35.291  35.454  33.998  35.215  

faculties (incl. mod) -436  -436  -436  -436  

from model 4.801  4.801  4.801  4.801  

budget EUC 1.477  1.477  1.477  1.477  

VAT-return 600 600 600 600 

AV IT 1.527  1.400  1.400  1.400  

AV RES 107  107  107  107  

external income 2.721  2.740  2.760  2.760  

other internal income 5.122  5.860  5.887  5.887  

Total available 51.210  52.003  50.594  51.811  

 
 
Table 2 Specification Housing budget Woudestein 

  Use of space  Old definition New definition Charge 

  Total 
Camp 

cost Norm 
Norm meter 
Camp/fte: 

27,40 Norm meter VVO/fte: 19,50   

  of use  fte per Space norm fte per Space norm EP2021 EP2022 

User in m2 in k€  unit in meter in k€ unit in meter in k€   

ESHPM 2.732 787 new    132 2.584 744 179 43 

ESE* 6.741 1.941 old 336 6.554 1.887      

RSM EU** 8.791 2.532 old/new 109 2.976 857 326 6.352 1.829   

ESL 5.204 1.499 new    276 5.385 1.551 -68 -52 

ESSB 5.496 1.583 new    314 6.119 1.762 -83 -179 

ESHCC 2.138 616 new    140 2.729 786 -119 -170 

ESPhil 520 150 new    41 792 228 -42 -78 

Total 31.622 9.107  445 9.529 2.744 1.229 23.960 6.901 -133 -436 

Rate P 2022   288                     

 
The space usage figures are provided by Real Estate & Facilities (RES). RES makes use of the term Campus factor (Camp). This is a modified VVO. 
The start position is the use of space per January 1, 2021. Major reductions during the year 2021 are taken in consideration as well as rent to BV's.  
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Two faculties are still (partly) charged under the old definition. With both ESE and RSM an 
understanding has been agreed upon in which they will shift towards the new definition in the coming 
years: 

 ESE will shift towards the new definition before the renovation of the Tinbergen building. Goal 
is to have a rental agreement with EURAC and FEI B.V. before 1-1-2022. As of the 1st of 
January 2022, ESE will be charged completely under the new definition. 

 RSM will shift towards the new definition in two stages. Momentarily, the old definition is used 
for 69% of the budget and the new definition for 31%. The following has been agreed upon 
with RSM:  

o In 2022, 27% of the budget will be calculated based upon the old definition, 73% under 
the new definition. This will not lead to a settlement in this specific year. 

o From 2023 onwards, 100% of the budget will be based upon the new definition. To 
avoid a settlement due to the new definition, RSM’s aim should be to use around 
860m2 less.  

 
Table 3 Count of norm fte 

   ESHPM   ESE   RSM EU   ESL   ESSB   ESHCC   ESPhil  

Count of budget fte 2022               

  Budget corrected for personnel 11.026  29.184  40.257  21.934  24.939  11.531  3.518  

  gpl 2020 83  87  93  79  79  82  87  

  norm fte 2022 132,49  336,09  434,33  276,14  313,78  139,93  40,63  

         

Count of budget related to staff costs        

  Model 11.470  31.089  44.301  23.939  29.168  11.907  3.538  

  HoKa 340  2.251  1.911  1.786  1.484  490  251  

  PTO Business Administration Research   423      

  EUC     -3.696    

  Second money stream income 2020 1.161  994  726  80  2.384  1.169  350  

  Budget + second money stream 12.971  34.334  47.361  25.805  29.340  13.566  4.139  

Budget related to staff costs 11.026  29.184  40.257  21.934  24.939  11.531  3.518  

Correction % for personnel 85% 85% 85% 85% 85% 85% 85% 

         

         

Count of gpl 2020        

  Personnel costs 2020 14.119  30.389  43.106  26.065  38.122  14.028  4.827  

  Realisation fte 2020 169,67  349,95  465,07  328,14  479,64  170,22  55,73  

  gpl 2020 83,22  86,84  92,69  79,43  79,48  82,41  86,60  

staff costs 2020 see highlights report December 2020: personnel costs without costs of external personnel 

actual fte 2020 see highlights report December 2020: fte 

 
 
Table 4 Transfer Housing budget Erasmus MC 

in k€ 2022 2023 2024 2025 
Housing 12.176 12.176 12.176 12.176 

Eread structural 2.823 2.823 2.823 2.823 

Additional Eread 941 1.176 1.412 1.647 

Total 15.940 16.175 16.411 16.646 
Based on price and wage compensation 2020 and in accordance with agreements with Erasmus MC.   
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F. MACRO FRAMEWORK 

Funding 
Universities receive government financing for education and research. This amount is allocated each 
year to the universities as a lump-sum via an allocation formula. 
 
WO Education component in the model-based funding  
Universities receive a government grant for a range of accredited programmes. There is a single 
funding model for HBO and WO. OCW uses a t-2 delay in the financing in its model. Government 
financing is primarily based on the nominal length of the study programme and the enrolment in and 
successful completion of one bachelor programme and one master programme. 
The education component consists of: 
a) a student-related portion: based on the number of enrolled and funded students and degrees 

(diplomas); there are three prices (low, high, top); 
b) an education add-on in amounts: amounts based on agreements regarding quality, vulnerable 

study programmes and special facilities; and  
c) an education add-on as a percentage. 
 
The total education component is fixed with adjustments for inflation and new policy. An increase in 
performance leads to a decrease in the price. 
 
WO Research Component 
Universities receive government financing to perform scientific research. The WO research 
component is based on: 
a) a student-related portion: based on the number of funded degrees; 
b) a dissertations portion: based on the number of PhD’s that result in a thesis and the number of 

post-master design engineering certificates. The price per dissertation is at this moment a point of 
discussion. A price decrease occurred from 2017. The difference will probably be added to the 
component research in amounts. OCW has announced that the budgetary effect per university in 
2017 will be zero; 

c) an add-on for research in amounts: amounts based on agreements on sector plans and leading 
research schools, etc.; and 

d) an add-on for research in percentages. 
 
The total research component is fixed with adjustments for inflation and new policy. An increase in the 
number of funded degrees leads to a decrease in the price. The dissertation price is on the other hand 
fixed. An increase in the dissertation component is compensated by a decrease in the component 
research in percentages. 
 
Medical education and research support section 
The universities arrange the funding of education and research at the eight university teaching 
hospitals, where students train in medicine and gain practical experience. The funding consists of a 
part that is based on the number of enrolled students and degrees, and a part in percentage terms 
(including housing). 
 
Dissertation cap 
In order to constrain the costs of dissertations nationwide, OCW decided on the introduction of a 
dissertation cap. As of 2017 the universities will receive an allowance that is based on a three year 
average of the number of dissertations and the prices paid for are diminished with 20%. In the internal 
allocation model, this allocation is not changed as a consequence of this alteration. 
 
Compensation of Tuition Fees for Students 
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From the academic year 2021-2022, the Dutch government has decided to compensate first year 
students by giving them a 50% discount on the tuition fee. The educational institutes will be 
compensated for this via the government grant. 
 
The compensation is added to the education compartment of the government grant, which will be 
divided among the institutes based on its share in enrolments and degrees. 
 
OCW will also compensate universities for the discount on tuition fees applied to the small-scale and 
intensive study programmes. 
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G. TUITION FEES 

Bachelor programmes 
 

Faculty 
Fees 2021/2022 

Statutory fee Institutional fee 

EEA/EU students Article 2.2 
EEA/EU 

students 
NON-EEA/EU 

students 

Erasmus School of Economics 2.168 2.168 6.900 9.600 

Rotterdam School of Management 2.168 2.168 6.900 9.600 

Erasmus School of Social and Behavioural Sciences 2.168 2.168 6.900 6.900 

Erasmus School of Law 2.168 2.168 6.900 6.900 

Erasmus School of History, Culture and Communication 2.168 2.168 6.700 6.700 

IBCoM 2.168 2.168 7.500 7.500 

Erasmus School of Philosophy (1) (2) 2.168 2.168 6.900 6.900 

Erasmus School of Health Policy & Management 2.168 2.168 6.900 6.900 

Erasmus MC (3) (4) 2.168 2.168 23.300 23.300 

Erasmus University College: Liberal Arts & Sciences 4.400 4.400 12.500 12.500 

 
Differential rates institutional fee bachelor: 

1. Bachelor Philosophy part-time: institutional fee equals the statutory fee = € 2,168 in 2021-
2022. 

2. Bachelor Philosophy of a specific discipline: institutional fee equals the statutory fee for 
students from Erasmus University Rotterdam that started the Bachelor Philosophy of a specific 
discipline during their main programme: € 2,168. 

3. Nanobiology, joint degree with TU Delft. 
4. Clinical Technology, joint degree with TU Delft and University of Leiden 

 
Statutory fee EU/EEA students in bachelor programmes 
There are two requirements in order to be eligible for the EEA/EU student statutory fee in 2021-2022: 

1. You have an EEA/EU, Swiss or Surinamese nationality or you meet the other requirements 
mentioned in article 7.45a, paragraph 1(b) of the WHW 

2. You have, since 31 August 1991, not been awarded a degree in Dutch higher education that is 
equivalent of your current programme of study. In case you have an uninterrupted registration 
for a second (or more) bachelor programme before finishing your first bachelor programme, 
you pay the statutory fee for the second (or more) bachelor programme after you have 
finished the first bachelor programme as long as your registration for this programme is 
uninterrupted. In addition, an exception applies here for programmes in the field of Healthcare 
and Education. After you have obtained a non-healthcare or non-education degree, you are 
permitted to obtain one more degree in healthcare or one more degree in education. 

 
If one of these requirements are not fulfilled, the institute tuition fee will be charged. Prices differ per 
programme and per person. 
 
Reduced tuition fees for first year students 
As of 2018-2019 first year students are eligible for halved tuition fees if they meet the following 
requirements: 

1. The student is entering Dutch higher education (university and university of applied sciences) 
for the first time in or after the 2018/2019 academic year 

2. The student is enrolled in a bachelor’s or associate degree programme; 
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The statutory fee applies to the student. This means that the student is a full-time, part-time or dual-
course student at a public-funded Dutch higher education institution. Including students at, for 
example, the Open University and university colleges. 
 
Covid-19 discount in academic year 2021-2022 
The fees stated above do not include the € 1,084 discount in the academic year 2021-2022 because 
of Covid-19. This flat-rate discount applies to every student enrolled in a bachelor's or master's 
programme, regardless of nationality or eligibility for the statutory fee. For premaster students, the 
discount is proportionally incorporated in the fee. For first-year bachelor students eligible for the 
statutory rate, the regular 50% reduction is applied on top of the Covid-19 discount, resulting in a total 
fee of € 542.  
 
Master programmes 
 

Faculty 
Fees 2021/2022 

Statutory fee Institutional fee 

EEA/EU students Article 2.2 EEA/EU 
students 

NON-EEA/EU 
students 

Erasmus School of Economics (1) 2.168 2.168 12.300 15.600 

Rotterdam School of Management  2.168 2.168 12.300 18.700 

Erasmus School of Social and Behavioural Sciences (2) 2.168 2.168 12.300 15.500 

Erasmus School of Law (3) 2.168 2.168 12.300 12.300 

Erasmus School of History, Culture and Communication 2.168 2.168 11.800 11.800 

Erasmus School of Philosophy (4) (5) 2.168 2.168 12.300 12.300 

Erasmus School of Philosophy: research master 2.168 2.168 4.200 4.200 

Erasmus School of Health Policy & Management (6) (7) 2.168 2.168 12.300 12.300 

Erasmus MC (8)  2.168 2.168 23.300 23.300 

Erasmus MC: research master (9) 2.168 2.168 19.400 19.400 

 
Differential rates institutional fee master: 

1. Research master MPhil in Economics, joint master with UvA and VU: € 15,700 in 2021-2022. 
2. Research master Public Administration and Organizational Science, joint master with UU and 

UvTilburg. 
3. IMARC, joint program: € 4,500 for EEA students and € 9,000 for non-EEA students per year. 
4. Master Philosophy part time: institutional fee equals the statutory fee = € 2,168. 
5. Master Philosophy: institutional fee equals the statutory fee for students that completed the 

Bachelor Philosophy of a specific discipline at Erasmus University = € 2,168. 
6. Masters ESHPM part-time, 50% of fulltime: € 6,200 per year. 
7. Eu-HEM, joint degree ESHPM, Innsbruck, Oslo and Bologna: € 6,000 per year. 
8. Nanobiology and Technical Medicine programmes, joint degree with TU Delft. 

 
Statutory fee EU/EEA students in master programmes  
There are two requirements in order to be eligible for the EEA/EU student statutory fee in 2021-2022: 

1. You have an EEA/EU, Swiss or Surinamese nationality or you meet the other requirements 
mentioned in article 7.45a, paragraph 1(b) of the WHW 

2. You have, since 31 August 1991, not been awarded a degree in Dutch higher education that is 
equivalent of your current programme of study. In case you have an uninterrupted registration 
for a second (or more) bachelor programme before finishing your first bachelor programme, 
you pay the statutory fee for the second (or more) bachelor programme after you have 
finished the first bachelor programme as long as your registration for this programme is 
uninterrupted. In addition, an exception applies here for programmes in the field of Healthcare 
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and Education. After you have obtained a non-healthcare or non-education degree, you are 
permitted to obtain one more degree in healthcare or one more degree in education. 

 
If one of these requirements are not fulfilled, the institute tuition fee will be charged. Prices differ per 
programme and per person. 
 
Article 2.2 Institutional tuition fees placed on par with the full statutory tuition fees 
The following students are eligible for the institutional tuition fees placed on par with the full statutory 
tuition fees:  

a) students who are clients of Stichting voor Vluchteling-Studenten UAF (the Foundation for 
Refugee Students UAF) in Utrecht, the Netherlands, or; 

b) students who have been exempted from paying the amount of the institutional tuition fees in 
excess of the statutory tuition fees under the reduced institutional tuition fees scheme for 
excellent students (EUR Excellence Scholarships) for their second programme of studies. 

 
In addition to the provisions above, the following students are also eligible for the institutional tuition 
fees placed on par with the full statutory tuition fees: students who do not meet the degree 
requirement within the meaning of Section 7.45a, paragraph 1a of the WHW, but who do meet the 
nationality requirement within the meaning of Section 7.45a, paragraph 1b of the WHW to be eligible 
for the statutory tuition fees, and: 

a) students who enrol for the master programme Medicine (Geneeskunde) at Erasmus MC after 
obtaining the research master's degree from Erasmus MC, or who enrol for one of the 
research masters of Erasmus MC after obtaining the master's degree in Medicine 
(Geneeskunde) from Erasmus MC;  

b) students who re-enrol for the second programme of a double degree programme listed in the 
appendix to this scheme after obtaining the degree of the first programme, provided that the 
student started the second programme during the first programme. 
 

Covid-19 discount in academic year 2021-2022 
The fees mentioned above do not include the € 1,084 discount in the academic year 2021-2022 
because of Covid-19. This flat-rate discount applies to every student enrolled in a bachelor's or 
master's programme, regardless of nationality or eligibility for the statutory fee.  
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Appendix H: 

OVERVIEW INVESTMENTS 
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H. OVERVIEW INVESTMENTS 

in k€ 

Category Building Description Investment category Total investment 2022 

CiO3 M Van der Goot building (BG, 1-4) Education 19.216 - 
CiO3 M Van der Goot building Education Temporary housing 300 270 
CiO3 J Bayle building (install.) Offices/research 3.661 915 
CiO3+RSM J Mandeville / Bayle RSM Offices/education (feasibility study) 23 - 
CiO3 T Mandeville building Offices/research 8.111 6.871 
CiO3  Demotion F/G/Q/E/V/N Demotion (75%) 3.109 - 
CiO3 H Renovation Tinbergen building Offices/research/education 57.127 4.123 
CiO3 H Renovation Tinbergen building Education Temporary housing 3.697 882 
CiO3  Keyplan Provisions 135 59 
CiO3  Wayfinding - inside/outside Provisions 724 - 
CiO3 K Parc south Infrastructure excl. sport 8.535 2.789 
CiO3 WKO WKO Infrastructure excl. sport 5.750 2.820 
CiO3 WKO WKO Infrastructure sport 800 323 
CiO3  Sports grounds (tennis) Provisions 600 - 
CIO3  Sports Hatta Provisions 660 132 
CiO3  Sports racketcentre Provisions 1.540 154 
CiO3  Sports building Provisions 27.157 9.883 
CiO3  MFO 2 Education 39.854 18.045 
CiO3 W Relocation to Sanders Other 1.022 - 
CiO3 van der Goot Student housing Other 442 25 

CiO3+CvB  Sustainability 
Provisions 
(PV+LED+Sedum+Waste) 

3.593 429 

CiO3  Art Programme management 1.660 280 
CiO3  General Programme management 4.442 889 
CiO2-CiO3  General & WKO Reserve (risk + indexation) 5.559 641 
CIO2-CIO3  Sewerage Infrastructure 1.451 750 
  General Other 5.347 1.400 
Total budget & cash flow 2020-2030                      204.515 51.679 
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Appendix I: 

GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS 
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I. GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS 

1CHO  1 CijferHO (central administration of student numbers)  
ABD  Algemene bestuursdienst (general management office) 
AOE  Administratieve Organisatorische Eenheid (administrative unit) 
ARBO  Occupational health and safety 
AZ-deel deel Academische Ziekenhuizen (Academic hospital share) 
 
B  Begroting (Budget Plan)  
Ba / BA  Bachelor 
BaMa  Bachelor-Master 
BI  Business Intelligence 
BICC  Business Intelligence Competence Centre 
BKO  Basis kwalificatie onderwijs (basic teaching qualification) 
BSA  Bindend studieadvies (binding study advice) 
 
CAO  Collectieve Arbeidsovereenkomst (collective labour agreement) 
CiO  Campus in Ontwikkeling (campus in development) 
CIO  Chief Information Office 
CLI  Community for Learning & Innovation 
CLM  Contract Leveranciers Management 
CPB  Centraal Plan Bureau (Netherlands Office for Economic Policy Analysis) 
CPC  Corporate Planning & Control 
CRM  Customer Relationship Management 
CROHO Centraal Register Opleidingen HO (Central Register of Higher Education Study  

Programmes) 
CvB  College van Bestuur (Executive Board) 
CWTS  Centre for Science and Technology Studies 
 
DWH  Data Warehouse 
 
ECSP  Erasmus Centre for Strategic Philanthropy 
ECTS  European Credit Transfer System  
EER  Europese Economische Ruimte (European Economic Area) 
EMC / Er.MC Erasmus MC / Erasmus Medical Centre Rotterdam  
EPB  Erasmus Programma Bureau (Erasmus programme office) 
ERC  European Research Council 
ESBB  Erasmus School of Social & Behavioural Sciences 
E&S  Education and Student Affairs 
ESE  Erasmus School of Economics 
ESHCC  Erasmus School of History, Culture and Communication  
ESL  Erasmus School of Law 
ESHPM  Erasmus School of Health Policy & Management 
ESPHIL  Erasmus School of Philosophy 
ESSC  Erasmus Studenten Service Centrum (Erasmus Student Service Centre) 
EU  European Union 
EUC  Erasmus University College 
EUR  Erasmus University Rotterdam  
EVC  Erasmus Valorisation Centrum 
 
FGG  Faculteit der Geneeskunde en Gezondheidswetenschappen (Faculty of Medicine and  

Health) 
FNO  (Functioneel Nuttige Oppervlakte) Functionally Useful Area 
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FTE  Full-time equivalent 
 
GPL  Gemiddelde personeelslast (average staff costs)  
GS  Graduate School 
 
HBO  Hoger Beroepsonderwijs (higher education) 
HO  Hoger Onderwijs (higher education) 
HOKA  Hoger onderwijs kwaliteitsafspraken 
HOVO  Hoger onderwijs voor ouderen (higher education for seniors) 
HR&F / HRF SSC Human Resource Management & Finance 
HRM  Human Resource Management 
 
IB  Inkomstenbelasting (income tax) 
IBCOM  International Bachelor Communication & Media 
IBO  Interdepartmentaal beleids onderzoek (interdepartmental policy research) 
ICT  (SSC) Informatie- en Communicatie Technologie (information and communications  

technology)  
ICTO  Informatie- en Communicatietechnologie in het Onderwijs (information and 

communications technology in education) 
IHS  Institute for Housing and Urban Development Studies 
ISB  International Student Barometer 
ISO  Interstedelijk studenten overleg (Dutch National Student Association) 
ISS  International Institute for Social Studies 
 
k€  Duizenden euro’s (thousands of euros) 
KB  Kaderbrief (Policy Framework letter) 
KN  Kadernota (Policy Framework) 
KNAW  Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie voor de Wetenschappen (Royal Dutch  

Academy of Arts and Sciences) 
 
LDE  Leiden, Delft, Erasmus 
LMS  Learning Management System 
 
Ma / MA Master 
MBO  Middelbaar beroepsonderwijs (vocational training), 
M€  Miljoenen euro’s (millions of euros) 
M&C  Marketing en communicatie (marketing and communication) 
MFO  Multifunctioneel onderwijsgebouw (multifunctional education building) 
MIP/MEP Meerjaren investeringen / exploitatiekosten planning (long-term 

investments/operating expenses) 
MKB  Midden en Kleinbedrijf (small and medium-sized enterprises) 
ML  Materiële last (material costs)  
MOOC  Massive Open Online Course 
Mrd€  Miljarden euro’s (billions of euros)  
MSI  Management- en stuurinformatie (management information) 
MVO  Maatschappelijk Verantwoord Ondernemen (Corporate Social Responsibility) 
 
NOA  Nationaal Onderwijs Akkoord (National Education Agreement)  
NVAO  Nederlands Vlaamse Accreditatie Organisatie (Accreditation Organisation of the  

Netherlands and Flanders) 
NWO  Nederlandse Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek (Netherlands Organisation 

for Scientific Research) 
 
OBP/obp Ondersteunend - en beheerspersoneel (support and management staff) 
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OCW  Ministerie van Onderwijs Cultuur en Wetenschappen (Ministry of Education, Culture  
and Science) 

O&O  Onderwijs en onderzoek (education and research) 
OODD  Online Onderwijs en Digitale Diensten (online education and digital services) 
OO&S / OOS SSC Onderwijs, Onderzoek en Studentenzaken (education, research and student  

affairs) 
OSIRIS  Student enrolment and information system.  
 
P2P  Purchase-to-pay 
PGO  Probleem Gestuurd Onderwijs (problem-driven education) 
PhD  Promovendus (doctoral candidate) 
PL  Personele lasten (staff costs) 
PO  Primair Onderwijs (primary education) 
PTO  Parttime opleiding (part-time study programme) 
 
REI  Research Excellence Initiative 
RES  Real Estate Services & Facility Services 
RIS  Research Information System 
RR  Referentie raming (national estimation of student numbers) 
RSM EU  Rotterdam School of Management Erasmus University  
RSM BV  Rotterdam School of Management Erasmus BV (werkmaatschappij) (operating  

company) 
ERS  Erasmus Research Services 
RVO  Rijksdienst voor Ondernemend Nederland (Netherlands Enterprise Agency) 
 
SAP  Systeme, Anwendungen, Produkte in der Datenverarbeitung (name of financial  

software supplier) 
SAP BW  SAP Business Warehouse (DWH tool) 
SEO  Stimulating European Research 
SIS  Student Information System 
SMC  Stafafdeling Marketing en Communicatie (Marketing & Communications staff  

department) 
SNIP  Support Programme National and International Research Projects 
SR  Strategische Ruimte (strategic budget) 
SSC  Shared Service Center 
 
TUD  Technische Universiteit Delft (Delft University of Technology) 
 
UB  Universiteitsbibliotheek (University Library) 
UD  Universitair Docent (assistant professor) 
UHD  Universitair Hoofddocent (associate professor) 
UMC  Universitair medisch centrum (university medical centre) 
 
VO  Voortgezet onderwijs (secondary education) 
VVO  Verhuurbare vloeroppervlakte (rentable floor area) 
VpB  Vennootschapsbelasting (corporate income tax) 
VSNU  Vereniging (van Samenwerkende) Nederlandse Universiteiten (Association of  

Universities in the Netherlands) 
VWO  Voorbereidend Wetenschappelijk Onderwijs (A-level education) 
 
WEV  Wet Evenredige Vertegenwoordiging Vrouwen in Leidinggevende Posities  

(Proportional Representation of Women in Managerial Positions Act) 
WHW  Wet Hoger Onderwijs en Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek (Dutch Higher Education and  

Research Act) 
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WNU/BWNU Wettelijke/bovenwettelijke Werkloosheidsregeling Nederlandse Universiteiten  
(Dutch Universities (Enhanced) Unemployment Scheme) 

WO  Wetenschappelijk Onderwijs (academic education) 
WP  Wetenschappelijk Personeel (academic staff) 
WSF  Wet Studiefinanciering (Student Finance Act) 
 
 
 


